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Editor’s note
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As the dynamics of the market and 
the competitive environment for the 
financial services sector increase 
in their complexity, being able to 
plot the right course for continued 
success becomes more challenging. 
Identifying and adapting to these new 
challenges are crucial for the leaders 
of tomorrow.

We welcome your comments and 
suggestions on this and other PwC 
financial services publications.

Tom Winterboer 
Financial Services Leader Africa and 
Southern Africa 
+27 (0) 11 797 5407 
tom.winterboer@za.pwc.com
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Tom Winterboer 
Financial Services Leader Africa 
and Southern Africa 
+27 (0) 11 797 5407 
tom.winterboer@za.pwc.com 
 

In our annual edition of the African Financial 
Services Journal we address strategic, operational 
and technical issues and their impact on the 
financial services sector.  

The global financial services 
industry’s outlook is improving. The 
mature economies of Europe and 
North America are moving towards 
recovery, while the emerging markets 
of Asia and Latin America continue to 
grow. 

Africa’s economies are continuing 
to expand and the outlook is 
promising, confirming its resilience 
to internal and external shocks and 
its role as a growth continent in 
the global economy. The African 
financial services sector is responding 
rapidly to the continent’s economic 
reality. Although the majority 
of Africans remain locked out of 
the formal financial system, the 
growth projections for the sector are 
promising. Rising income levels are 
putting financial services within reach 
of many Africans for the first time. 

Growth will be supported by 
rising incomes, urbanisation and 
the innovative use of technology, 
as well as generally supportive 
macroeconomic and policy 
environments. 
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Financial markets in sub-Saharan 
Africa poised for expansion
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The analysis was restricted to 
countries that may be regarded as 
realistic future recipients of sustained 
foreign direct investment (FDI) 
inflows. Criteria for inclusion in the 
sample group of emerging economies 
in SSA included the following 
minimum GCR scores (out of a 
maximum of 7):

•	 Market size – 2.46

•	 Financial market development – 
3.32

•	 Quality of infrastructure – 2.29

•	 Quality of institutions – 3.08

•	 Overall – 3.45

Dr Roelof Botha 
Economic Advisor 
PwC 

Progress with financial market development over 
the past five years has helped most of the emerging 
economies in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) to halt a 
continuous downward spiral in competitiveness.

The region’s poor performance in 
terms of the basic requirements for 
competitiveness, especially education, 
health and infrastructure, stands in 
sharp contrast to its comparatively 
stronger performance for indicators 
related to market efficiency, where a 
number of middle-income economies 
are performing relatively well.

Detailed analysis was conducted 
by the author of the Global 
Competitiveness Reports (GCRs) 
published by the World Economic 
Forum between 2008 and 2013, 
in order to assess the relative 
performance of different groups of 
competitiveness indicators.

This exercise revealed meaningful 
gains for the several relatively 
competitive countries in SSA for 
three key pillars of competitiveness: 
labour market efficiency (with 
the notable exceptions of South 
Africa & Ethiopia); financial market 
development (with the exceptions of 
Nigeria and Botswana), and market 
size.
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Global competitiveness rankings 2013 - overall & financial market 
development (top SSA countries) 

Fin. markets Overall

Mauritius 26 45

South Africa 3 53

Rwanda 57 66

Botswana 53 74

Namibia 39 90

Zambia 46 93

Kenya 31 96

Gabon 108 112

Senegal 98 113

Ghana 52 114

Cameroon 107 115

Nigeria 66 120

Tanzania 99 125

Cote d’Ivoire 94 126

Ethiopia 126 127

Uganda 77 129

Source: World Economic Forum2013 GCR; Note: Sample - 148 countries 

Financial sector doing 
well

An interesting feature of the data 
presented in the table is that, for 
every one of the 16 qualifying SSA 
countries, competitiveness rankings 
for financial markets are superior to 
the overall rankings.

Although South Africa has been 
overtaken by Mauritius as the most 
competitive economy in SSA, its 
financial market development is in 
line with international best practice, 
with only two countries in the world, 
Hong Kong and Singapore, boasting a 
higher ranking.

In order to determine whether the 
most competitive countries in SSA 
are in the process of enhancing their 
global competitiveness, it is necessary 
to compare both the rankings and the 
scores utilised for the ranking exercise 
over time. 

The analysis of these data sets was 
done for 2008 and 2013, and excluded 
Gabon and Rwanda due to their 
absence from the 2008 GCR. It reveals 
an average decline in overall rankings 
for the remaining 14 countries of 
more than seven positions, with 
the biggest functional culprit being 
infrastructure.

The country that fared the worst was 
Nigeria, with an overall decline from 
94 to 120. Zambia and Mauritius were 
the top performers, climbing 19 and 
12 ranking positions, respectively.

When the scores are analysed, 
however, the picture is less gloomy, 
with nine of the 14 countries either 
maintaining their 2008 scores or 
having improved them in 2013. 
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Paradox

The reason for the paradox 
between ranking performance 
and competitiveness scores is 
obviously related to the fact that 
most developing countries around 
the globe are pro-actively pursuing 
strategies to enhance their ability to 
attract FDI, and many are increasing 
their scores at a faster rate than 
countries in SSA.

A particularly encouraging feature of 
the analysis was the finding that all 
14 countries surveyed had improved 
their scores with regard to the key 
indicator for market size. The latter 
remains one of the strongest long-
term drawcards for FDI, and explains 
to a large extent the spectacular rise 
of the Chinese economy over the past 
two decades.

Two macroeconomic explanations 
for the remarkable improvement of 
key competitiveness indicators within 
SSA are the consistently superior 
GDP growth rates and an impressive 
increase in the portion of output 
dedicated to investment (the latter 
consists of infrastructure expansion 
and private sector capital formation).

These trends are illustrated by figures 
1 and 2. Although SSA continues to 
lag the world average for investment 
propensity, the increase from a ratio 
(to GDP) of 17.7% in 2000 to 22.6% 
in 2012 represents a structural 
improvement. In the event of further 
increases to this ratio, SSA will 
inevitably continue to enhance its 
global competitiveness.
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Fig 1: Impressive real GDP growth performance by sub-Saharan Africa 
during past decade – Source: IMF

Fig 2: Investment/GDP ratios – sub-Saharan Africa outpacing advanced 
nations – Source: IMF
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Despite its traditionally strong 
economic ties to Europe, Africa 
demonstrated a remarkable degree 
of resilience during the 2008/09 
recession, and most countries in the 
SSA region have managed to retain 
a substantially larger degree of 
fiscal stability than the world’s more 
advanced economies.

This is evident in the fact that 14 of 
the group of 16 most competitive 
economies in SSA boast net public 
debt/GDP ratios of below 50%, and 
none have a ratio higher than the 
world average of 64%.

Sound growth 
prospects

Furthermore, according to the latest 
global economic growth forecasts 
by the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), the SSA region will remain one 
of the two fastest growing regions in 
the world over the next decade, at 
least.  At an average level of around 5 
per cent, only emerging Asia registers 
higher growth than sub-Saharan 
Africa.

It is clear from the analysis of growth 
and competitiveness trends that the 
reasons behind the region’s sound 
macroeconomic performance and 
positive future outlook are multi-
dimensional, and also include 
structural attributes such as the 
strengthening of institutional 
capacity.

Returning to the prospects for further 
financial market development in 
Africa, it should be noted that a total 
of 11 of the 14 SSA countries surveyed 
improved their global rankings for this 
indicator over the past five years.

South Africa represents an obvious 
proxy for determining the growth 
potential of the financial services 
sector (broadly defined in terms of 
national accounts data) in Africa’s 
emerging economies.

Over the past two decades, the 
sector that embraces banks, insurers, 
business services and real estate has 
enjoyed near-spectacular expansion 
in South Africa. The sector grew its 
contribution to GDP from 15.8% in 
1992 to 21.5% in 2012.

Viewed from another perspective, in 
1992 the financial services sector only 
represented 65.8% of the size of the 
manufacturing sector. Last year, this 
ratio had more than doubled to a level 
of 173%.

Rising per capita 
output

Over the past 12 years, the average 
GDP per capita of the 16 most 
competitive countries in SSA swelled 
from $681 to $1,810. If the same 
output and demographic trends 
continue, this figure will reach $7,320 
by 2020, which should dramatically 
increase the proportion of people who 
will enjoy formal banking services.

Moreover, the variety of financial 
services will also expand significantly. 
Asset ownership and formal sector 
employment should grow strongly 
over the next decade, translating into 
burgeoning markets for both short-
term and long-term insurance.

It is therefore realistic to expect 
growing inflows of FDI into most 
countries in the SSA region over the 
next decade, covering a variety of 
sectors from resources to retail and 
transport. 

In the process, financial market 
sophistication is set to continue and 
to further enhance this key sector’s 
already impressive contribution to 
value added in the regional economy.
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Executive remuneration – time for 
change? 
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believe that a lack of trust in the 
industry is holding back growth. The 
report states that rebuilding trust 
with disenchanted customers is going 
to be vital in enabling business to 
strengthen customer loyalty, retention 
and growth. 

The challenge is exacerbated by 
the extent to which trust between 
employers and employees in the 
industry has been shaken by 
retrenchment and organisational 
upheaval. A global PwC survey of 
college leavers coming into the 
workforce found that more than 
20% would no longer even consider 
a career in FS, because of its image2. 
Jobs with meaning and interest are 
a key attraction for this millennial 
generation. 

So, alongside rebuilding pride in your 
present workforce, how can your 
business convey the value of what you 
do, and what it can offer to bright new 
graduates? A considerable amount 
of the employee value proposition 
within FS has been built around 
financial reward. But the sharp falls in 
returns since the financial crisis mean 
that there simply aren’t the funds to 
sustain the old levels of remuneration. 

Organisations have much to gain by looking beyond 
pure reward to the wider employee value proposition. 
This means an approach that balances financial 
and non-financial rewards and pays attention 
to career development, international experience 
(strongly valued by millennials) and training. It also 
means sustaining a corporate culture that reflects 
the vision for the business and defines the right 
behaviours, and which is reinforced at every stage of 
the people process, from development to performance 
management and reward.

In this article we look at the evolution 
of financial services (FS) executive 
pay to support business strategy 
and to engage executives in driving 
performance in an industry faced with 
many challenges. 

Remuneration and the 
people agenda

The FS CEOs in our 2013 global 
survey see Asia, Africa and Latin 
America as the leading regional 
targets for growth1, intensifying the 
demands on talent in markets where 
qualified personnel are already in 
short supply. This has a profound 
impact on sourcing, developing and 
retaining local talent, supported 
by the deployment of expatriate 
personnel to build a competitive 
market presence and capabilities. And 
this isn’t just technical expertise, but 
also making sure you have people 
with the well-developed cultural 
understanding, and client and wider 
relationships that are critical to 
success in these markets. 

The reputation of the industry is also 
making it difficult to attract talent. 
Half of the CEOs in the FS sector 

1 351 FS CEOs were polled as part of PwC’s‘16th Annual Global CEO Survey: Dealing with disruption – Adapting to survive and thrive’, 
January 2013 
2 ‘Millennials at work: Reshaping the workplace in financial services’, published by PwC April 2012

Martin Hopkins 
Partner 
PwC South Africa 
+27 (0) 11 797 5535 
martin.hopkins@za.pwc.com 

Cilliers Jooste 
Senior Manager 
PwC South Africa 
+27 (0) 11 797 4339 
cilliers.jooste@za.pwc.com 
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Nonetheless, more than 70% of FS 
CEOs say that they have to match 
the pay of peers to retain top talent. 
These pay pressures need to be 
balanced with the returns to satisfy 
shareholders and fund investment for 
growth. 

Further strains are coming from 
stakeholder pressures being put on 
the way that organisations set rewards 
– nearly 40% of FS CEOs are changing 
the way they set executive rewards in 
response to shareholder and public 
reaction. These demands are leading 
to a huge and complex overhaul 
of reward policies with significant 
implications for the balance of fixed, 
variable and deferred pay and the 
governance, communication and 
employee engagement procedures 
that surround this. But these changes 
will only be viable if they take account 
of the realities of the business rather 
than simply how to meet external 
dictates, or focus solely on the 
mechanics of how people are paid 
rather than what for and why. 

Incentives and 
performance

Over the last few years there has been 
an increasing trend for companies 
to turn towards incentive pay. In 
principle, performance pay tends 
to provide flexibility in times of 
uncertainty by aligning levels of 
pay with company performance. 
Furthermore, with governance 
becoming a global issue, shareholders 
in many markets have become active 
in pressing companies to link pay to 
performance. 

However, the focus on incentives 
has not only resulted in an increase 
in the quantum of variable pay, 
but the complexity has also grown 
exponentially. Short-term incentives 
(bonuses) have become very complex 
systems with many intricate measures, 
all of which need the setting of targets 
and annual negotiations. Long-term 
incentives (share awards) used to be 

simple option plans, where executives 
were rewarded by the increase in 
share price over a 10-year period. Now 
any share awards also require the 
achievement of complex performance 
conditions to vest, and the simple 
option plans have proliferated into 
an array of instruments that include 
share appreciation rights, conditional 
shares, forfeitable shares and bonus 
shares.

Current FS executive pay is based on 
the theory that loading executives 
up with large amounts of incentive 
pay, deferred over multiple years 
and often with complex performance 
conditions, means that they’ll perform 
better for shareholders. Has this 
worked? There are few who would 
argue that executive pay models 
have produced better performance 
over the last decade. PwC’s recent 
research on the psychology of 
incentives suggests we should not be 
surprised by this. The complexity of 
current arrangements causes them 
to be dramatically discounted in 
executives’ perception, and so unlikely 
to influence behaviour. In many cases, 
executives would be happier being 
paid a smaller salary in a less complex 
and less volatile form. 

We have probably asked too much of 
performance pay. At one-third of the 
total package, incentives can be fully 
variable, but are they realistic at two-
thirds or higher, as is often seen in the 
FS industry? 

A new executive pay 
model

Pay outcomes have too often appeared 
to be out of line, with the experience 
of investors leading to open distrust 
being expressed by shareholders, 
politicians and the media. Many 
companies are spending money on 
pay arrangements which are not 
valued by executives, and which 
attract criticism from all sides. This 
has resulted in a growing consensus 
around the need for simplification. 

There could even be an opportunity 
for a ‘grand bargain’ between 
shareholders and companies on 
executive pay. 

This could involve:

•	 greater certainty for executives 
through lower pay volatility and 
more predictable performance 
measurement;

in exchange for 

•	 reduced maximum quantum; and

•	 extended vesting or holding periods 
and shareholding requirements.

These features would increase 
transparency and alignment, while at 
the same time reducing complexity 
and quantum. If implemented 
correctly, they represent a significant 
win for management and shareholders 
alike. Fidelity, Hermes, and the Kay 
Review have argued for a model 
based on long-term shareholding to 
generate alignment. Such a model 
was most famously adopted by HSBC 
in 2011. One size does not fit all, but 
this approach merits consideration in 
a number of circumstances.

At a principle level, the model 
involves: 

•	 An annual grant of shares to 
executives based on pre-grant 
performance criteria – i.e. once 
granted, these shares are not 
subject to subsequent performance 
conditions being met; 

•	 Malus/clawback requirements 
applied over the vesting period; 

•	 A vesting period of at least five 
years. While executives might 
feel that five years is a long time, 
at the most senior levels our 
view is that five-year vesting is a 
reasonable trade for the certainty 
and transparency provided by 
performance on grant; and
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•	 Holding requirements after vesting. 
All vested shares, or a portion 
thereof, will have to be held for 
a number of years by applying a 
phased release (e.g. 20% could be 
released in each year after vesting) 
or until the individual leaves the 
business. 

A key feature of the simplified model 
is the requirement for executives 
to hold a significant number of 
shares in the company to align their 
interests with those of shareholders. 
Although executive shareholding 
requirements are not yet common in 
South Africa and the rest of Africa, 
there is a growing trend to adopt 
such measures. These requirements 
focus on the holding of vested, 
unencumbered shares in the company. 
The quantum is usually measured as 
a percentage of the executive’s salary, 
with ranges from 50% to 200% being 
common. The required percentage 
increases with seniority, with the CEO 
being required to hold the highest 
value as a percentage of salary.

One concern of shareholders is that 
the performance-on-grant model 
places significant discretion in the 
hands of remuneration committees. 
Shareholders feel that this discretion 
has not always been exercised 
robustly, such as in the case of annual 
bonuses, where we have seen a 
gradual increase in the percentage of 
maximum that is typically paid out.

As a result, investors, reasonably, 
demand a high degree of disclosure 
when long-term incentives are 
moved to a performance-on-grant 
model. When adopting such a model, 
remuneration committees should 
ensure that the following criteria are 
complied with:

•	 There should be clarity about the 
metrics (and, where possible, the 
targets) that are used to assess 
grant levels;

•	 This transparency should apply 
both prospectively for the year 
ahead and retrospectively for the 
year just past;

•	 Any decision made on performance 
should be supported by an 
extensive explanation, including 
the description of any discretion 
that was exercised; and

•	 For the sake of shareholder 
comfort, it is likely that at least 
part of the scorecard will need 
to be based on explicit financial 
measures with an absolute 
performance standard so 
shareholders can be confident 
about the link between pay and 
performance.

With this degree of disclosure, the 
model actually facilitates a very open 
dialogue with shareholders about 
how the remuneration committee has 
assessed performance. This can result 
in sufficiently transparent disclosure 
about the link between pay and 
performance.

CRD IV

The implementation of the variable 
pay cap as contemplated by the 
Capital Requirements Directive IV 
(CRD IV) adopted by the European 
Commission is likely to further alter 
variable pay structures and the 
extent to which variable pay is used 
for FS executives. These regulations 
will apply to payments for services 
provided from 1 January 2014, and 
propose that variable pay is to be 
capped at 100% of fixed pay, unless a 
shareholder resolution is obtained to 
increase the individual cap to 200% 
of fixed pay. These provisions further 
impose requirements to defer the 
payment of a proportion of variable 
pay over a period of three to five 
years, and to pay a proportion of 
variable remuneration in the form of 
shares, equivalent interests and other 
instruments. 

Currently companies are generally 
careful to make the first move, and it 
will be interesting to see how CRD IV 
influences the structuring of executive 
pay.

Although these requirements relate 
specifically to European companies 
and the European divisions of 
multinationals, they are likely to 
have far wider implications for 
executive remuneration. In a recent 
article the South African Reserve 
Bank commented favourably on 
the implementation of Capital 
Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV), 
and that CRD IV would inform and 
provide the basis for the regulation of 
the FS industry in South Africa going 
forward. 

Moving onto the front 
foot

To get their ‘people’ strategy onto 
the front foot, executives need to 
know what the new objectives for 
the business are and what people-
strategy components are needed to 
support and deliver them. A culture 
of integrity, customer focus and risk-
awareness is critical in re-engaging 
with customers and rebuilding 
confidence in the industry. There 
are clear competitive advantages for 
getting this right, including better 
targeting of products, stronger 
reputation and more effective 
retention of key people. Underpinning 
this will be a clear statement of 
why people would want to work 
for the business, which is capable 
of attracting and retaining talent 
without simply relying on pay.

Pay is still important, but in a simpler 
form and not at the expense of 
everything else. There needs to be a 
more viable balance between risk and 
capital demands, employee reward 
and the returns needed to attract 
investment and fund future growth, 
all in the context of a highly regulated 
environment.
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Finding the new regulatory 
equilibrium in Africa
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In light of the financial crisis, 
Governments and Central Banks 
on the continent have realised the 
need for structural reform in order 
to limit the potential impact of any 
future financial crisis, as well as to 
recover from the negative impact of 
the contagion from the 2008 crisis. 
Within the short space of a few years, 
the world has seen the pendulum 
swing from the 2008 levels of 
regulation to what some would argue 
is over regulation2 of the financial 
markets, as regulators enforce 
legislation to prevent a similar crisis 
from re-occurring. 

The impact of 
megatrends 

In ensuring the right balance of 
regulation, legislation issued by 
regulators needs to provide principles 
that not only are applicable to the 
current financial system, but also to 
the future of the banking sector to 
cater for the impact of the following 
megatrends that are expected to 
materialize:

•	 Rise and interconnectivity of the 
emerging markets: Trade flows 
between the South America, 
Africa, Asia and the Middle 
East (SAAAME) are increasing 
at a much faster rate3 than the 
traditional trade corridors that 
have historically existed, primarily 
based on the natural resource 
wealth, beneficiation processes and 
economic consumption that exist 
in and between these areas.  The 
significance of international trade 
has even been recognised by the 
Bank for International Settlements 
(BIS), with the relaxation of several 
factors affecting the Bank’s capital 
calculations which were geared 
for emerging and developing 
economies. 

Innovation of trade related 
products will occur as banks 
become familiar with the risks of 
conventional trade products and 
seek to maximise returns.

The global financial crisis came to bear in 2008, when the 
world suffered from destruction of wealth in global equity 
markets, job losses, decreased consumer demand and 
increased protectionism. Although Africa was relatively 
isolated against the immediate effects of the global financial 
crisis due to its low level of financial integration1, the 
contagion effects of the crisis particularly dampened 
commodity prices and capital outflows, negatively impacting 
the continents economies.  

1 African Development Bank Working Paper Series 96: Impact of the global financial and economic crisis on Africa, available at http://www.
afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Publications/BAD%2096%20Anglais%20%20INTERNET%20PDF.pdf 
2 Overregulation of the financial markets were highlighted as the second biggest threat after uncertain or volatile economic growth in PwC 
15th Annual Global CEO survey - Banking and Capital Markets Industry Summary 
3 Based on a PwC analysis of data from the World Trade Organisation

Stephen Scott  
Associate Director 
PwC South Africa 
+27 (0) 11 797 5766 
stephen.scott@za.pwc.com 
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•	 Demographic change: In the next 
40 years, the population of Africa 
is expected to more than double, 
whilst the median age is expected 
to increase from 19 to 26 years. 
Although all areas are expected 
to show population growth (with 
the exception of Europe), Africa 
will be empowered by having 
a young, economically active 
workforce seeking opportunity 
in their careers, whilst other 
areas will have a median age of 
approximately 40 and old age 
dependency ratios that are three 
times higher than in Africa. This 
demographic shift provides Africa 
with the opportunity to be driving 
with entrepreneurship and could 
result in significant changes to the 
markets that banks operate in and 
regulators need to oversee.

•	 Social and behavioural change: 
As demographics of the continent 
change over the next 40 years, 
urbanisation is expected to 
result in significant growth 
in the continent’s cities by an 
estimated 600 million people. 
This places additional emphasis 
on infrastructure projects and 
development projects, which are 
often difficult to finance due to 
their long term nature and the 
lack of appropriate financing 
instruments to limit exposure 
to the associated risks of such 
projects. Financial institutions 
need to take action in developing 
the market place to include longer 
term structures through private-
public partnerships in order to be 
able to finance the infrastructure 
growth required for these expected 
changes.

•	 Technological change: The 
rapid change of technology has 
significantly impacted the manner 
in which banks interact with their 
clients. The need for physical bricks 
and mortar is being substituted 

by online banking channels and 
electronic interaction models 
as well as concepts of virtual 
currencies (such as bitcoin). 
Changes in technology however 
introduce risks into the financial 
system, including cybercrime, 
reconsideration of (inter)national 
payment systems and new financial 
institutions, that have historically 
operated in a different industry 
that was not subject to Central 
Bank regulation and supervision.

•	 War for natural resources: Africa 
is mineral rich, with an estimated 
42% of world gold reserves, 60% 
of world platinum reserves, 82% 
of world manganese reserves and 
88% of world diamond reserves4. 
As consumer demand grows, 
the contest to supply the market 
demand will increase. Financial 
institutions will play a significant 
role in this developing market, 
including project financing, 
trade finance and object finance 
but will need to consider their 
role not only as a financier, but 
also on other matters such as 
sustainability. For example the 
Central Bank of Nigeria has issued 
sustainability principles to ensure 
that lending is granted to projects 
which have considered social 
and environmental matters in 
addition to the normal financial 
considerations.

•	 Rise of state directed capitalism: 
The growth potential in Africa is 
huge5, whilst developed markets 
have become well serviced, 
highly competitive and produce 
lower returns. Consequently, 
international investors, including 
multinational banks, are seeking 
to improve returns by tapping the 
Africa market. Firstly, Foreign 
Direct Investment flows from 
investing activities are not always 
reliable and can have a negative 
impact by destabilising the 

economy through exchange rate 
volatility and surplus liquidity 
entering the market. Secondly, 
regulators need to keep on top 
of their supervisory landscape as 
foreign banks enter into the market 
through various legal forms and 
means.

The impact of these megatrends 
will affect multiple elements of the 
financial system and the organisations 
operating in the sector, some of which 
have been highlighted above. In 
enacting legislation, Central Banks 
need to consider these megatrends 
and their impact to optimise the 
regulatory framework and model 
which they will be overseeing.

The need for 
introspection

Central Banks are pivotal in 
influencing the economic 
development of a country, by using 
macro-economic policy objectives 
such as monetary policy, exchange 
control and similar tools to 
implement economic goals, as well 
as through their regulatory oversight 
of the financial sector. However, 
responsibilities are often driven 
across multiple government agencies, 
at times with an uncoordinated 
approach that results in conflicting 
actions being taken to address 
economic objectives. Central Banks 
need to look at their existing roles, 
responsibilities and policy objectives, 
as well as the economic policy and the 
existing/proposed projects being run, 
and challenge the status quo of their 
involvement based on the Central 
Bank’s role and ability to control 
aspects of the economy and exert 
significant influence on certain areas.  

4 Based on information in the USGS and BGS (2005), as well as the BP Statistical Review of World energy (2010) 
5 Quoted by Plamen Monovski, Chief Investment Officer of Renaissance Asset Managers, extracted from http://www.strategyeconomics.com/
Blog/the-potential-in-africa.html, 
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The Central Bank is then able to assess 
the areas of focus and the priority of 
each. These should also be considered 
in conjunction with the economy’s 
present position, according to latest 
economic data and benchmarked 
against other similar economies.

Once these have been considered, 
banks are able to follow the five steps 
in the regulatory change framework:

1. Defining the future economic 
state: Central Banks need to define 
their vision of the future state of 
the financial system and how this 
system will support the broader 
requirements of the economy. Key 
discussion points could include 
the role of the Central Bank in 
the financial system and broader 
economy, the model of regulation 
and the extent of regulation.

2. Develop pillars: Once the future 
state has been defined, Central 
Banks need to divide the landscape 
into the areas they will control, 
those they will influence and those 
that are outside of the Central 
Banks remit. Once identified, the 
Bank should detail the few key 
pillars which are the overarching 
goals of the future state definition 
and build those pillars with the key 
projects and actions required to 
fulfil the future state. 

For example, a key pillar could be 
to enhance the quality of banks. 
The projects this pillar is built 
on could include items such as 
financial reporting in terms of a 
specific framework or enhanced 
risk management requirements and 
risk reporting to the Central Bank. 

The projects identified in reforming 
the financial sector will need to re-
assessed regularly and prioritised 
accordingly based on changes in 
inputs to the model, as well as the 
impact of completed projects.

3. Assess internal capacity: Once 
these these pillars have been 
defined, Central Banks should 
introspectively perform an 
assessment of their capability of 
executing on the projects identified 
that support the pillars. 

4. Design internal capacity: During 
this assessment, Central Banks 
should then consider the design 
of internal capacity based on 
project timelines considering the 
regulatory model.

5. Monitor progress: Lastly, Central 
Banks should consider key 
performance indicators and metrics 
it can enforce to (first) monitor and 
assessing project viability, priority 
and feasibility; and (secondarily) 
monitor its progress in building the 
pillars for a sound financial system 
for the broader economy. 

-
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Developing the 
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What is the 
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bank?
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against your 4 
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Define the future economic state

Develop your four pillars

Assess current capacity

Design internal capacity

Monitor progress

Figure 1: The five steps in the regulatory change framework
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A key consideration of the regulatory 
change model is that it should be 
viewed as a journey, with proactive 
engagement with other facets of 
government and private public 
partnerships with the common goal 
of a robust financial system to support 
economic growth objectives.

This model has already been adopted 
by one of the continent’s Central 
Banks, which has used the model 
to undertake multiple successful 
initiatives identified as part of their 
plan, which is driving regulatory 
reform in the country and improving 
the country’s economic environment 
one step at a time.

Conclusion

Central Banks play a significant role 
in the economy of a country. Their 
actions can significantly change 
the fundamentals of an economy 
through the control of the financial 
system, especially banks, and their 
influence on other sectors based on 
the regulatory model adopted and 
regulations promulgated. 

In order to maximise the economic 
policy objectives of the state, Central 
Banks need to consider the long term 
impact of megatrends to assess their 
market fundamentals. Also to ensure 
that the financial system encourages 
wealth creation while maintaining 
consistent economic growth as part of 
the defined future state, irrespective 
of system shocks such as the global 
financial crisis. 

In addition to considering all the 
external factors affecting the Central 
Bank, financial system and economy, 
Central Banks should look inward and 
challenge the status quo surrounding 
their role and responsibilities 
insofar as they are best placed to 
affect change with minimal market 
disruption and in an orderly manner.

The regulatory change model provides 
a starting point for Central Banks 
to focus their efforts in addressing 
the gaps between the future and 
present state of the financial system.  
A systematic approach to addressing 
the identified gaps, both in terms of 
capacity and current versus future 
state, will result in an enhanced 
financial system and a fundamentally 
more sound economy.

Striking the right balance between 
regulation and free market economics 
is a difficult task to say the least, 
but with all parties engaging in 
discussions in the financial system, 
achieving the right balance of 
regulation and facilitating economic 
growth is an achievable goal worth 
pursuing. 
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Time for asset managers to embrace 
social media
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Generation Y (a term loosely used to 
describe people born between 1980 
and 2000), is increasingly turning 
to social media for investment 
information. But, even among those 
asset managers appearing to embrace 
social media or paying lip-service to it, 
only 15 percent are truly interacting 
with their customers by answering 
their questions or organising online 
discussion forums about specific 
topics. It appears that only this 
small minority of asset managers 
understands and appreciates social 
media’s true potential, and is trying to 
capitalise on it.

Disruptive models 
based on social media

Social media’s potential to 
revolutionise asset management 
is already evident. Management 
models such as debt- and equity-
crowd funding and mirrored investing 
leverage the social era by bringing 
relevant groups of people together. 
Equity-based crowd funding allows 
individual investors to fund start-up 
companies in return for equity; debt-
based crowd funding allows groups of 
individuals or institutional leaders to 
lend funds to businesses in return for 
interest payments. This is also known 
as peer-to-peer lending. In addition, 
mirrored investing sites have sprung 
up, allowing inexperienced or small 
investors to access the investment 
strategies of others. These kinds of 
interactions epitomise the social era.

Bryan Ingram 
Associate Director 
PwC South Africa 
+27 (0) 11 797 5730 
bryan.ingram@za.pwc.com 

The importance of social media, particularly within 
the private lives of people, is almost unarguable 
– especially for the younger generation. However, 
some people still dismiss social media as a ‘trendy’ 
pursuit with little relevance for the business 
community. 

As most people already know, social 
media is changing the way people 
communicate and interact with 
each other and, by extension, it is 
impacting increasingly on the way 
we do business today. Social media 
provides a platform for interactivity 
and integration that can take 
companies well beyond the scope 
of one-dimensional dialogue with 
customers.  

While social media use explodes, asset 
managers are proving slow to follow 
their customers onto these networks. 
Already Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter 
and YouTube are influencing the 
investing decisions of savers. In 
future, social media may well lead to 
fundamental changes in investment 
practice and the way in which 
investors interact with their asset 
managers. Nevertheless, many asset 
managers are adopting a ‘wait-and-
see’ approach.

According to a study, Asset 
Management in the Social Era¹, 
conducted jointly by PwC and Caceis 
Investor Services and involving more 
than 100 leading asset management 
groups worldwide, only 60 per cent of 
such groups actively use social media 
for marketing and brand-recognition 
purposes. By contrast, recent US 
research shows that 25 per cent of 
adults use social media for personal 
finance and investing purposes — a 
figure that rises to 34 per cent for 
affluent investors.²

1 Social Media Studies: Asset Management in the Social Era. Caceis Investor Services and PwC. June 2013.  
2 Cogent Research attribution incomplete
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Big independent US 
managers lead the way

Our study showed that the largest 
asset managers were embracing 
social media fastest. While 77% 
of asset managers managing more 
than €500bn have active social 
media accounts dedicated to asset 
management, only 46% of those 
managing less than €150bn have. 
The interviews that complemented 
our quantitative survey show that 
although large players have the 
critical mass to develop and maintain 
an additional communications 
channel such as social media, being 
small is no barrier to entry. Even 
the most active participants don’t 
necessarily have dedicated social 
media budgets.

In order to rank the most active 
asset managers on social media 
implementation, we defined key 
performance indicators using data 
such as the number of posts, ‘likes’ 
and followers, as well as interaction 
with customers and prospects. 
Unsurprisingly, the asset managers 
with the strongest brands dominate 
the ranking, reflecting the fact that 
brand remains the primary motivation 
for using social media. What’s more, 
US managers take nine of the top 
ten positions, possibly because they 
were early adopters of social media. 
Another interesting finding is that 
none of the asset managers affiliated 
to larger organisations rank in the 
top ten. In most cases their parent 
companies maintain social media 
accounts, but don’t keep accounts for 
their asset management subsidiaries.

Three social media 
strategy guidelines

The decision by asset managers to use 
social media is not internally initiated; 
rather it is driven by those customers 
who choose to communicate via these 
channels. Customers have come to 
expect almost immediate feedback, 
and more direct access to their 
financial advisors.

Clearly, most asset managers need to 
have stronger social media presences, 
guided by intelligent strategies. In our 
view, there are some specific steps 
that managers should take and some 
risks they should avoid. 

We suggest following three broad 
guidelines:

1. Meet the needs of your audience

Using social media accelerates 
the dissemination of information, 
as well as improving investor and 
advisor education. Social media 
networking and interactivity 
supports and educates customers, 
leading to benefits for both the 
customer and the asset manager. 
Our interviews show that the most 
successful companies are not the 
ones that simply churn out press 
releases, but those that engage with 
their customers.

2. Manage your risks

Most of the risks associated with 
social media are non-financial, but 
any of them can quickly hurt your 
profitability. We have identified 
four principal risk categories: 

 – ‘Brand and reputation risk’ 
covers damage to relationships 
with customers, shareholders 
and business partners;

 – ‘Information security risk’ covers 
unintended leaks of sensitive 
data due to account hijacking 
and subsequent misuse;

 – ‘Legal and regulatory risk’covers 
issues such as the mistaken 
release of private data and 
failure to effectively meet a 
regulator’s data-retention 
demands; and

 – ‘Customer ownership risk’ deals 
primarily with the ownership of 
intellectual property. If an asset 
manager has invested time in 
developing a following, what’s 
to stop a competitor from joining 
the conversation? Or if a ‘star’ 
portfolio manager interacts 
regularly with customers, 
how can a company limit the 
danger of losing customers if 
the portfolio manager defects to 
another company?

3. Measure your success

Connecting sales figures to social 
media usage is difficult. But metrics 
on brand awareness, content 
engagement and investor sentiment 
are relatively easy to calculate.

In line with existing trends within 
the financial services sector, asset 
managers should take steps to develop 
an appropriate social media strategy.

Stay close to change

There remain many challenges and 
questions for asset management 
companies as social media evolves, 
but its growing importance is 
unquestionable. Many asset managers 
are already shifting away from a 
position of using social media as a 
one-way marketing tool, and towards 
using it as a fully integrated manager–
customer relationship. In the brave 
new world that is social media, it 
is imperative for asset managers to 
remain close to change and to be open 
to new concepts that emerge as the 
technology and its usage mature. As 
the competition for investing capital 
intensifies, now is the time for asset 
management groups to lead in this 
space rather than follow.
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Sustainability accounting in Nigeria  
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•	 Benchmarking and assessing 
sustainability performance across 
organisations within and outside 
the country;

•	 Improving reputation;

•	 Meeting the expectations of 
employees; as the same 2013 
survey showed, employee loyalty 
increased as a result of issuing a 
sustainability report,

•	 Improving access to capital, and

•	 Increasing efficiency and waste 
reduction.

The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) 
recently issued guidelines for the 
implementation of sustainable 
banking principles in Nigeria. This 
followed the Bankers Committee’s 
approval of adopting sustainable 
banking principles in Nigeria at its 
retreat held in July 2012. These 
principles are aimed at positively 
impacting society, while protecting 
the communities and environment in 
which financial institutions operate.

For banks, discount 
houses and 
development finance 
institutions

In developed countries where 
sustainability accounting has been 
implemented, the emphasis placed on 
non-financial facets of a company’s 
operations and activities have 
delivered immense benefits.

Disclosures concerning their 
levels of carbon emissions, rate 
of recycling and other measures 
aimed at making our world more 
habitable are important to analysts 
and are the focus for reviewing 
how environmentally, socially and 
economically-friendly an organisation 
is.

The gains derived from sustainability 
accounting and reporting include:

•	 Driving long-term sustainable 
growth, while remaining focused 
on development priorities;

•	 Safeguarding the environment and 
the public;

•	 Delivering measurable benefits to 
society and the real economy;

•	 Improving reputation and brand 
loyalty;

•	 Enabling external stakeholders to 
understand a company’s true value;

Chioma Obaro  
Senior Manager – Assurance 
PwC Nigeria  
+234 1 2711700 
chioma.obaro@ng.pwc.com 
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Nigerian sustainable banking principles

Principle Purpose

Business activities: Environmental and social risk 
management 

Integrate environmental and social considerations into decision-
making processes relating to our business activities to avoid, 
minimise or offset negative impacts. 

Business operations: Environmental and social 
footprint

Avoid, minimise or offset the negative impacts of our business 
operations on the environment and local communities in which we 
operate and, where possible, promote positive impacts. 

Human rights Respect human rights in our business operations and business 
activities. 

Women’s economic empowerment Promote women’s economic empowerment through a gender-
inclusive workplace culture in our business operations and seek 
to provide products and services designed specifically for women 
through our business activities.

Financial inclusion Promote financial inclusion, seeking to provide financial services to 
individuals and communities that traditionally have had limited or no 
access to the formal financial sector. 

Environmental and social governance Implement robust and transparent environmental and social 
governance practices in our respective institutions and assess the 
environmental and social governance practices of our clients.

Capacity building Develop individual institutional and sector capacity necessary to 
identify, assess and manage the environmental and social risks and 
opportunities associated with our business activities and business 
operations. 

Collaborative partnerships Collaborate across the sector and leverage international partnerships 
to accelerate our collective progress and move the sector as one, 
ensuring our approach is consistent with international standards and 
Nigerian development needs. 

Reporting Regularly review and report on our progress in meeting these 
principles at the individual institution and sector level.

Financial institutions (FIs) will be 
required to develop a management 
approach that identifies the 
environmental and social risks 
inherent in the business activities 
they carry out. They will need to 
develop an environmental and 
social (E&S) management system 
that incorporates the principles and 
balances the identification of E&S 
risks and opportunities. The degree 
and level of E&S management should 
be commensurate with the scale and 
scope of an FI’s business activities and 
business operations.

Based on CBN Circular no FPR/
DIR/CIR/GEN/01/33 published 
in September 2012, banks have 
12 months to establish an E&S 

management system that includes, 
at a minimum, an overarching 
sustainable banking commitment 
statement, E&S policies and 
procedures and a sustainable banking 
reporting framework. 

Implementation of the E&S 
management system begins in year 
two, including data capture for 
reporting purposes and all banks had 
to issue an initial Sustainable Banking 
report no later than 31 December 
2013, detailing their respective 
principles implementation progress. A 
full sustainable banking report will be 
required from each bank no later than 
31 December 2014. 
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Challenges to adoption 

Sustainability reporting is aimed 
at providing information to assess 
organisational performance 
holistically in a multi-stakeholder 
environment. However, a number of 
issues currently exist:

•	 Linkage to business/corporate 
strategy
Users (and non-users) have 
indicated that the most important 
aspect of a sustainability report is 
its link to an organisation’s overall 
business or corporate strategy. 
Currently much of the information 
reported fits into the ‘nice story’ 
category without a clear context for 
its importance.

•	 Materiality considerations
In a typical financial accounting 
process, balances considered 
for full reporting are deemed to 
be of significant importance to 
the overall performance of the 
organisation. 

With sustainability reporting, 
there needs to be a focus on a 
smaller number of items that are 
truly material in the sense that 
they are linked to the economic, 
environmental and social attributes 
that sustainability accounting 
measures thus creating a 
reporting dilemma for reporting 
organisations. 

•	 Reliability of measurement 
indicators
For the report to be useful to 
users, when measured by different 
people, the same answer should be 
received. This is not possible with 
sustainability reporting as there 
are different ways to capture and 
report the same environmental, 
social or economic event, which 
may lead to ‘greenwashing’ 
in which users are given an 
unrealistically positive view of the 
reporting organisation.

•	 Objectivity and comparability of 
reporting
Linked to the previous issue is the 
bias of reporting organisations 
towards reporting positive 
findings, leading many analysts 
to become extremely sceptical of 
sustainability reports. Currently, 
comparability is a missing element 
in sustainability reporting. Having 
derived a measure and reported 
it, the question becomes, ‘is this a 
good or a bad outcome and can it 
be compared year on year?’.

•	 Comprehensibility of the report
A major issue for current reports 
is their lack of comprehensibility 
– what does it all mean? This is 
because of the very wide range of 
variables being reported on, the 
lack of standards for reporting 
and formatting reports, the many 
stakeholders who have interests 
and the lack of assurance over 
the information contained within 
them. 

While financial reporting is quite 
rigid in what must be reported 
(income statement, balance sheet 
and cash flow statement, all 
with defined items, and notes to 
the accounts which amplify and 
supplement the three statements) 
and how it must be reported, no 
such defined framework exists for 
sustainability reporting.

•	 Transparency of information
If information is transparent, it can 
be tested and proved to be reliable. 
Making policies, processes and 
information transparent builds 
trust and credibility. This often 
requires that external consultants 
be called in to work closely with 
the responsible department in 
monitoring, tracking and capturing 
the sustainability measures being 
adopted. 

•	 Audit/assurance of the report 
and performance
A missing requirement of 
sustainability reports to date has 
been their audit/assurance. This 
is fundamental to the credibility 
of financial reports and has 
been recognised as necessary 
for sustainability reports in the 
future. External consultants are 
needed to review the reports 
themselves and issue their views 
on how the organisation has fared 
in implementing its framework. 
Global Reporting Initiative 
guidelines released in October 
2006 provide the opportunity, but 
not the requirement, for external 
assurance. 

•	 Integration with financial 
reporting
If sustainability reporting is to 
be equal to financial reporting in 
influence, how are the two types 
of information to be integrated 
to get an overall perspective on 
organisational performance? True 
sustainability reporting requires 
economic, environmental and 
social results be included. This 
means that those organisations 
that produce separate reports could 
very well be duplicating economic 
performance information, to some 
extent leading to cost inefficiencies 
in the reporting.

Considering the challenges mentioned 
and the regulator’s timelines for 
implementation, not much has been 
disclosed by banks in Nigeria about 
their plans to adopt the sustainable 
banking principles. 

Due to the all-encompassing nature 
of accounting for sustainability 
measures, it is estimated that 
implementation of the guidelines will 
take at least a full financial accounting 
cycle to enable accurate measurement 
of various economic, environment and 
social factors. 
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If as at last one quarter of Nigerian 
banks in 2013 are yet to engage their 
external participants on how the 
reportable measures can be tracked 
and captured in an understandable 
format, it would seem that the CBN’s 
timelines may not be realistic and that 
if reporting happens as prescribed, 
then it may not be sufficiently robust.

This is all the more pertinent when 
one considers that other regulatory 
policies, like Basel II/III, IFRS 
implementation and technical 
capability gaps within the industry are 
still uppermost on the agendas of FIs. 

The key question now is how does 
all this impact the needs of future 
generations of Nigerians? The 
fundamental changes required to 
more accurately consider true total 
costs and review practices holistically 
within banks are slow in coming. 
Other questions to ask ahead of 
enforcing implementation in Nigeria, 
given our developmental state 
include: 

•	 What impact has sustainability 
reporting had on organisations 
where it has been adopted? 

•	 Has sustainability reporting 
been useful for them and their 
stakeholders and in what ways? 

•	 Has sustainability reporting 
changed their organisational 
strategies and practices?

•	 How does/how can sustainability 
reporting provide value to 
stakeholders of organisations? 

•	 Which stakeholders receive most 
value and which receive least?

By focusing on the practices and 
changes at organisations in developed 
countries where sustainability 
accounting and reporting has 
happened, insights can be derived 
about whether sustainability 
accounting and reporting can and 
would effectively contribute to the 
economic development that the 
Nigerian society desires and demands. 
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Enhancing the SME potential in 
Ghana
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PwC’s 2013 Ghana Banking Survey 
sought the perspectives of senior 
executives from 24 of the 26 banks 
operating in Ghana. The survey 
analysis focuses on the Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SME) potential, 
and their financial inclusion within 
Ghana’s banking sector.

Ghana’s economy was projected 
to grow by 8% in 2013. In 2014, 
it was forecast that growth would 
increase to 8.7%. Many governments 
have already identified Small and 
Medium Enterprises as a key area 
for attention because of their pivotal 
role in economic growth, job and 
wealth creation and the alleviation 
of poverty. However, it is generally 
perceived that policies designed 
to mine the potential of SMEs and 
the execution of those policies has 
lacked consistency across different 
government administrations and 
time frames. This situation is also 
not helped by the view that access 
to finance (especially by SMEs) is 
one of the biggest problems faced by 
economic agents in the country.

We were intrigued by the seeming 
paradox that a sector generally 
considered as holding the keys to 
significant economic growth could be 
excluded from properly participating 
in the economy. Our PwC 2013 Ghana 
Banking Survey chose to investigate 
the reasons for their apparent 
financial exclusion. 

In summary, our survey shows that 
banks in Ghana do recognise SMEs 
as very good contributors to their 
businesses, and that SMEs are not 
totally excluded from the financial 
services sector. Ecobank Ghana 
Limited’s improved loan profitability 
for 2012 is arguably attributed to 
the growth of its SME loan portfolio, 
which is a direct result of its 
acquisition of The Trust Bank Limited. 
Even so, banks still engage cautiously 
with SMEs because of their higher-
than-average risk, which they hedge 
by allowing relatively small credits at 
high interest rates. 

SMEs’ main challenges to fuller 
financial inclusion lie with institutions 
with commercial or universal banking 
licences and which currently control 
a huge pool of resources, including 
loanable funds. It is hoped that 
increased use of collateral registries 
and credit reference bureaux by 
banks will continue to support 
better customer assessment and 
loan decision processes, leading to a 
further improvement in the quality of 
loan portfolios, including SME loans. 

We interviewed a number of 
stakeholder organisations to sample 
their views on the financial inclusion 
SMEs. The questions we posed 
touched on different areas of interest, 
such as:

•	 SME market definition and 
segmentation

•	 Perceived strategic value and 
potential profitability of SMEs

•	 Apparent opportunities and 
challenges for the SME sector

•	 Level of engagement between SMEs 
and the banking industry

•	 Gaps between SMEs’ demand for 
financial services and what the 
banking industry is prepared to 
provide

•	 Banks’ risk management systems.

Size of the SME 
envelope in Ghana

Generally, SMEs are thought of as 
comprising or contributing between 
25 and 30% of the ‘formal’ component 
of national economies. In Ghana, it 
is believed that up to 90% of annual 
business registrations recorded by 
the Registrar General’s Department 
are SMEs. Most banks in our survey 
define SMEs in Ghana either as 
business customers or as non-
individual customers that post annual 
turnovers or incomes of between 
US$2-3 million. 

Oseini Amui 
Partner 
PwC Ghana 
+233 (0) 302 761500 
oseini.x.amui@gh.pwc.com 
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In Ghana, most SMEs are within the services sector and include hotels, 
restaurants, transport and storage companies and business and real estate 
organisations. 

Figure 1: An illustration of the SME economic sectors with which banks are 
more willing to do business
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In our survey, lending by banks was 
directed towards the commerce 
and finance (30%), services (27%) 
and manufacturing (11%) sectors. 
Lending to the services sector 
experienced the highest growth 
of 6.3% (2011-2012), which is a 
reflection of the services sector being 
the most significant component of 
GDP. Overall, Ghana’s services sector 
contributed 49.3% of GDP in 2012, 
having grown 8.8% from 2011.

In our survey, 77% of respondents 
align their strategic focus on SMEs 
with the aim of ensuring an enhanced 
banking and service experience for 
their bigger corporate and commercial 
customers, particularly those with 
operations in the telecoms, petroleum 
and construction sectors. Often called 
‘value chain banking’, ‘supply chain 

banking’ or ‘total business banking’, 
this tactical approach ensures that 
banks extend a carefully selected and 
risk-managed bouquet of banking 
products and services to the smaller 
enterprises which dot the supply 
chains of larger customers. 

Just over half of respondents (54%) 
acknowledge a strategic focus on 
SMEs with the explicit intention 
of cultivating this market. The 
majority of banks responded that 
they earn most of their income from 
SME banking in the form of interest 
income, such as from loans and 
advances. Our survey shows that 82% 
of banks interviewed stated that SMEs 
contributed between 5 and 25% of 
their annual operating income; on 
the other hand 55% reported that 
between 5 and 25% of their gross loan 
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book was in the form of ‘SME loans’. 
The significant percentage variance in 
the number of respondents illustrates 
the vast strategic differentiation 
among banks in Ghana with regard to 
the form of business they do with in 
the SME sector.

In the medium term, banks generally 
see good business/commercial 
prospects emanating from the SME 
sector, particularly as the oil and gas 
sector and local content requirements 
help to create opportunities for SMEs. 

Challenges to SME 
banking product 
categories

In spite of the good prospects with 
SMEs that the banking industry 
sees in the medium term, there 
nevertheless remain challenges. 
SMEs compete with government, 
multinational companies and other 
large corporate organisations for 
the limited credit funds availed by 
the banking industry. And, from 
their responses, banks don’t seem 
to have lending as a key priority in 
their engagement with SMEs. For 
the majority of banks (77%), SME 
deposits will generate the highest 
benefits for the banking industry. 
Most banks plan to continue to take 
deposits from SMEs at competitive 
rates. 

When banks do provide credit, it is 
often at relatively higher interest 
rates and on more stringent terms. 
It is almost as if banks in Ghana are 
leveraging the knowledge that SMEs 
generally find themselves between a 
rock and a hard place and have little 
elbow-room to negotiate the terms 
given to them by banks. We do not see 
in this approach any game-changing 
strategy that will accelerate financial 
inclusion for SMEs. We find this 
contradictory, as a significant 54 per 
cent of banks in our survey selected 
‘access to finance’ as the greatest need 
among SMEs. 

At another level, 31 per cent of 
respondents selected SME advisory 
services as a very critical element of 
support extended to SMEs to help 
bring about increased financial 
inclusion. And yet, despite banks 
frequently making reference to the 
opportunities arising from SME 
advisory services, it does not appear 
that they are favoured very highly 
in the medium term as a strategic 
imperative.

In response to a question aimed at 
providing us with deeper insight 
into the stance the banking industry 
adopts towards the SME segment 
of the economy, banks pointed out 
that unstructured governance and 
management systems, a lack of good 
and reliable financial management 
systems and high default rates are 
common barriers to SME financial 
inclusion. 

While we agree with banks that these 
challenges are typical of most SMEs, 
and indeed are serving to hamper 
accelerated financial inclusion, we 
think that the industry could play a 
key role to help fix these fundamental 
problems. For instance, we think 
that SME financial advisory services 
should be higher on the medium-
term agendas of banks. Additionally, 
we believe strongly that there is 
a need for banks to implement 
customer relationship- management 
architecture within their core banking 
environment which should assist 
them to better understand their SME 
customers.
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Before the government asks that banks lend to SMEs, it should demonstrate that it 
has successfully developed and implemented a framework and infrastructure that 
enables it to collect taxes from that segment of the economy. (2013 Ghana Banking 
Survey respondent)

Figure 2: Top obstacles mitigating against SME financial inclusion
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Conclusion

The total operating assets of 
Ghana’s banking industry grew by 
a remarkable 153% from 2009 to 
2013, and total operating income 
has more than doubled. Not only are 
banks pursuing strategies to expand 
their earning asset base supported by 
growth in deposits mobilised, they 
are also striving to optimise the use 
of these assets. The challenge for the 
industry will be sustaining the strong 
return on equity.

Historically, yield on government 
securities has fluctuated and a drop in 
the yield from government securities 
will impact the industry’s income 
stream adversely. To sustain income, 
banks with some appetite for risk 
will seek to replace their extensive 
investments in government securities 

with other funded investments. 
Looking ahead, this may be the time 
to consider how they target SMEs as 
growth prospects. 

In our view, there must be 
transformational change to harness 
the SME potential in Ghana. SMEs 
must be helped. Banks, together 
with government, have a role to 
play. Capacity- building support 
from stakeholder institutions such 
as government can accelerate SME 
potential, as can direct support (in 
the form of grants or credit with 
concessional rates) from government 
or other development organisations. 

To conclude: banks themselves must 
play a leading role in helping SMEs 
to acquire the institutional stature 
that reduces their risk profiles, 
assisting today’s SMEs to grow and 

transition into tomorrow’s local large 
corporates. Banks could fully recover 
the costs of providing such support to 
SMEs through the fees they charge, 
structuring these fees in a way that 
eases the burden on SMEs’ cash flows. 
These and other options will positively 
influence the growth of Ghana’s 
economy through deeper SME 
inclusion within Ghana’s financial 
services sector.
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Demystifying the target operating 
model 
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determine how the organisation 
creates value, whereas operating 
models describe how value 
generation is enabled. The business 
model, in turn, is directly derived 
from the organisation’s strategy. In 
unpacking this golden thread between 
the strategy, through the business 
model and finally concluding in the 
operating model, it is useful to look at 
some examples. 

In the airline industry, the strategy 
among airlines can commonly be 
described as moving people about. 
However, it is their individual business 
models that create the differentiation 
as to how they move people about. 
The individual airline’s business 
model will define the sources of value 
through either being a full-service or 
low-fare carrier. Both these carriers 
move people about, but the manner in 
which they do it is their differentiator; 
it defines the value gleaned from the 
experience. 

The differentiator is 
determined by the 
business model

The differentiator among these 
airlines is determined by their 
business models. Because one carrier 
may be a low-fare operator and the 
other a full-service one, it has a direct 
implication on the design of their 
various operating models. It is for this 
reason that operating models cannot 
be designed and developed without 
fully appreciating the organisation’s 
business model.

With the fallout of the global financial crisis, 
financial service providers across Africa have had 
to focus more diligently on their operating models. 
This does not suggest that there wasn’t a focus on 
operating models prior to the crisis, however the 
need for efficient operations, controls and cost 
structures came strongly to the forefront. 

The passage talk within banks focused 
around TOM (target operating 
model), the future desired model 
and a departure from the current 
operating model used by banks.

Given this focus on operating models, 
we have found it prudent to discuss 
operating models and describe what 
they are, what they are not, and to 
separate operating models from 
business models, which are often 
confused with each other.

Business models are 
distinctly different 
from operating 
models, and are not 
synonymous with each 
other
In its simplest form, an operating 
model is the arrangement of an 
organisation’s capabilities to best 
meet its strategy and customer 
propositions. However, business is 
complex, so this simple orchestration 
of capabilities can be very difficult 
and counterproductive if not well 
thought through and architected 
carefully. It is for this reason that 
operating models are never created 
in a vacuum. Operating models 
are created within the context of 
the organisation’s business model, 
which leads to the next challenge — 
understanding what business models 
are.

Business models differ from operating 
models in that business models 
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Figure 1: The four primary capabilities that form the bases of an operating 
model
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Table 1: Typical responsibilities and roles of the four capabilities

The ‘money makers’ The ‘enablers’ The ‘money 
managers’

The ‘contextualisers’

What they do They earn the bank’s 
revenue.  They develop 
customer value 
propositions and take 
these to the market 
to generate revenue.  
Through segmenting 
the market the ‘money 
makers’ match CVPs 
to consumers through 
appropriate channels 
and marketing activities

They will do everything 
within their power and 
within the constraints 
of available resources 
to ensure that the 
‘money makers’ can 
take their CVPs to the 
market to generate 
revenue for the bank. 
The ‘enabler’s’ income 
is a function of their 
ability to service the 
‘money makers’, their 
cost is derived from 
the ‘money maker’s’ 
demands

They have a dual role 
to both look after the 
finance of the bank 
as well as to obtain 
the necessary capital 
and funding to allow 
the ‘money makers’ 
and the ‘enablers’ to 
perform their functions 
unrestrained.  

They set appropriate 
and agreed parameters 
and appetites within 
which the ‘money 
makers’, ‘enablers’ and 
‘money managers’ can 
operate; they have a 
fiduciary duty to look 
after the interests of 
the bank in the eyes 
of the shareholders 
and regulators through 
policy and governance

In designing and developing the 
operating model, it is imperative 
that the organisation has a set of 
design principles within which to 
contextualise the orchestration of the 
organisation’s capabilities. Whilst it is 
relatively straightforward to arrive at 
the organisation’s design principles, 
it is often difficult for its leadership 
to fully embrace the implications 
of those design principles, as doing 
so moves them out of their comfort 
zones.

For example, a pan-African bank 
stated one of its design principles 
as ‘segment owns the customer’. 
Historically, this bank’s product 

houses were measured on their 
revenue at a product level. Moving 
to a segment-centred operating 
model meant that the product 
houses would no longer price their 
product placements directly with 
the customer. The segment owners 
would price the products over a 
customer portfolio, while sourcing 
the products from the product houses 
at a null economic profit. This gave 
the segment the ability to reward 
customers with discounted product 
prices if more products were taken 
up, thus increasing cross-sell and the 
overall revenue of the bank through 
greater volumes of products sold. 

The implication for the traditional 
‘anchor product house’ owners 
was that they were no longer in 
the trump seat of revenue for the 
bank. However the overall revenue 
of the bank improved. This brings 
us to a fundamental principle for 
operating models – they cannot be 
designed piecemeal for parts of an 
organisation. A strategy enabling 
operating models breaks down silos 
and clearly delineates the overarching 
capabilities of ‘money makers’ from 
the ‘enablers’, the ‘money managers’ 
and the ‘contextualisers’. 
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The ‘money makers’ The ‘enablers’ The ‘money 
managers’

The ‘contextualisers’

Who they typically are 
in financial services 
providers

Deputy CEO or “Head 
of Business” including 
the functions of:

•	 Products

•	 Channels

•	 Services

•	 Strategy

•	 Marketing

•	 Geographies

COO and CIO including 
the functions:

•	 Operations

•	 Procurement

•	 IT

•	 Facilities

•	 HC 

Treasury and CFO 
including the functions:

•	 Credit
•	 Finance
•	 Treasury
•	 Investments 

/ Capital 
Acquisitions

•	 Mergers / 
Acquisitions

Strategy and the CRO 
including the functions:

•	 Risk
•	 Legal / Compliance
•	 Company 

Secretary
•	 Enterprise 

Architecture
•	 Project 

Management

1 The Operating Model That Is Eating The World; Aaron Dignan, 2013.  
2 Twitter Says IPO May Value It At $11.1 Billion; Telis Demos & Matt Jarzemsky, Wall Street Journal, 25 October, 2013. 

A common misperception surrounding operating models is that they have to be 
complex and intricate in order to have value. This is not a criterion for operating 
models. Operating models have levels of intricacy moving from a conceptual 
model through to logical, functional and finally physical models, with the level 
of detail and intricacy increasing per level as needed. 

Figure 2: The operating model evolves over an iterative process to add more 
detail to previous levels

Looking at the digital world, where agility and simplicity are key ingredients 
for success, we find operating models which, conceptually, require only a 
basic sketch! Instagram only had 13 employees when it was sold for $1bn. 
Yet three months earlier, Kodak filed for bankruptcy1. One had an elegantly 
simple operating model, whilst the latter’s operating model was overly complex 
and intricate without allowing the company to adjust to consumer needs and 
demands. Twitter, pending an IPO, is tipped to be valued at $11.1bn2, yet its 
operating model is hardly more than a few basic sketches on a bit of paper! 
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Figure 3: The first version of Twitter designed in March 20063

Needless to say, the average African 
or pan-African bank cannot be 
reduced to a single basic sketch, 
owing to the complexities of its 
products and channels, as well as 
the need for strict governance and 
regulations. However, this doesn’t 
mean that enterprise architects, when 
creating operating models, need to 
enter the world of academics and 
theory, designing TOMs too difficult 
to interpret and understand. The skill 
of an enterprise architect in creating 
an operating model is demonstrated 
in taking an extremely complex 
strategy and business model, and 
translating it into an operating model 
that can be easily understood and, 
most importantly, implemented.

The operating model is how the business will 
be arranged and orchestrated to best meet its 
strategy

This brings us to the need for operating models and their benefit. An operating 
model should be the ‘operationalisation’ of the organisation’s strategy. The 
operating model is how the business will arranged and orchestrated to best 
meet this strategy. Where strategy focuses on effectiveness – doing the ‘right’ 
things in the marketplace based on the macro environment, customer demands 
and competition – the operating model focuses on ‘doing things right’ by making 
sure that the business is designed in such a way to meet and deliver the intended 
strategy.

Figure 4: A typical operating model for a pan-African bank
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Capabilities describe 
outcomes of individual 
components to 
contribute to the 
organisation’s strategy 

An operating model comprises 
capabilities with value-contributing 
outcomes. If a capability cannot 
demonstrate that it contributes 
value to the business model in its 
desire to achieve the strategy, then 
that capability is not required. 
Furthermore, should that capability 
remain, it is fairly likely that it actually 
destroys value. 

But what are capabilities, and how 
do enterprise architects define 
them? As enterprise architects 
create a conceptual operating model 
which, in its simplest form, is an 
orchestration of the ‘money makers’, 
the ‘enablers’, the ‘money mangers’ 
and the ‘contextualisers’ across the 
organisation’s geographies and key 
focus areas, based on its strategy, such 
as products, distribution, pricing, 
technology, operations and enterprise 
services. However, each of these focus 
areas need to be deconstructed into 
manageable, describable, outcomes-
based capabilities. 

This is where the principles become 
paramount. As capabilities, which 
comprise processes, people, 
technology, information, systems 
and applications are described and 
articulated, so too must they be tested 
against the design principles to ensure 
they are placed in the correct focus 
area. 

This helps ensure that their outcome 
contributes to the organisation in the 
correct way. 

For example, given our early principle 
of ‘the segment owns the customer’, 
the development of products and 
channels is placed further away from 
the customer, as the organisation is 
not peddling stand-alone products. 

However, given a customer-centric focus, the segment is placed closer to the 
customer for the segment to aggregate the organisation’s products, services, and 
channels into value propositions at a customer level. Segment will, based on 
the needs of customer value propositions, pass requirements on to the channel, 
product and services, which in turn will utilise operations and technology to 
meet segment’s requirements efficiently. 

Figure 5: The TOM (target operating model) is derived from the strategy 
and business model, within the context of agreed principles
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The business model and design principles further influence the design and 
development of individual capabilities. If one considers the private banking/
wealth offering of a bank versus the mass-market savings offering of another 
bank, the composition of these capabilities for the individual organisations will 
be vastly different. The private banking/wealth offering will rely heavily on 
the ‘people’ aspect of the capability to deliver customer value, whilst the mass-
market savings offering will rely heavily on technology, automation of processes 
and business rules and workflow, with limited people interaction.

As the enterprise architects evolve each capability from the conceptual 
through to the logical, functional and physical levels, they will be challenging 
the composition of those capabilities against pre-determined principles. 
Furthermore, each capability will be interrogated in terms of the role it plays: 
i.e., is it a ‘money-maker’, ‘money-manager’, ‘enabler’ or ‘contextualiser’. 

Once all the capabilities have been identified and described, and their 
orchestration and relationship with each other is confirmed, the model is ready 
to go to the next level, which is developing the process architecture (processes, 
procedures, standards and guidelines); people architecture (role profiles); 
systems; information and applications architecture.
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How will differences between IFRS 
and SAM for insurance contracts 
impact insurers? 
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Measurement model 

In	both	SAM	and	IFRS	4	(Phase II),	
the measurement of insurance 
contract liabilities is based on a 
probability-weighted estimate of 
future cashflows, the time value of 
money and an additional allowance 
for risk (i.e. the ‘building block’ 
model). 

A simplified measurement model, the 
Premium Allocation Approach (PAA), 
is	permitted	by	IFRS 4	(Phase	II)	as	an	
approximation of the building block 
model, where either the period of 
cover is one year or less or it produces 
measurements that approximate the 
results produced using the building 
block model. There is no equivalent 
option under SAM.

To eliminate any gain on day 
one, IFRS 4 (Phase II) includes 
an additional contract liability 
component known as the Contractual 
Service Margin (CSM). 

As a prudential regulatory regime, 
the focus of SAM is on the financial 
strength of the insurer rather than 
its performance during the year. The 
SAM balance sheet is intended to 
reflect an economic (fair) value of all 
assets and liabilities at the balance 
sheet date; hence there is no concept 
of a CSM. As a financial reporting 
regime, IFRS focuses not only on 
reporting the financial position, but 
also reporting overall performance in 
the period. 

With the development phase of Solvency Assessment 
and Management (SAM) in South Africa (based on 
Solvency II) heading towards finalisation, insurers 
will be faced with the practicalities of implementing 
SAM during 2014 and 2015 as part of the SAM 
parallel runs before it becomes effective in 2016.

Most insurers are currently working 
on their compulsory Quantitative 
Impact Study (QIS) 3 submissions, 
which are due by the end of April 
2014. Although QIS 3 does not 
represent the final SAM requirements, 
the results will give a reasonable 
indication of the impact of SAM as 
well as an idea of the challenges and 
the effort needed to produce the SAM 
numbers. 

In June 2013, the International 
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) 
published a second exposure draft 
setting out its revised proposals for a 
new International Financial Reporting 
Standard (IFRS) for insurance 
contracts (IFRS 4 Phase II). A final 
standard is expected in the first half of 
2015, with an effective date not before 
1 January 2018.

To date, the focus of most insurers has 
been on SAM, but as IFRS 4 (Phase 
II) nears conclusion, it has become 
increasingly important to understand 
precisely what the proposals are and 
their likely impact on SAM projects 
for the measurement of insurance 
contracts.

In order to take advantage of the 
parallels	between	SAM	and	IFRS 4	
(Phase II), the similarities between 
the two frameworks should be 
considered to help reduce the cost 
and burden of implementation. More 
importantly it is crucial to identify the 
differences, as they have an impact 
on data, systems, processes and 
explaining the numbers. 

It is crucial to 
identify the 
differences 
between SAM 
and IFRS, as they 
have a profound 
impact on data, 
systems, processes 
and explaining the 
numbers.
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A fundamental difference between 
IFRS	4	(Phase II)	and	SAM	will	
include the recognition of expected 
future profit on day one under 
SAM, where expected cash inflows 
exceed the cash outflows. This and 
other differences between the two 
frameworks are set out below.

Definition and scope

IFRS 4 (Phase II) defines an insurance 
contract, and the classification of 
a contract depends on the level of 
insurance risk transferred to the 
insurer. In IFRS, the measurement of 
contracts will depend on classification 
as either insurance (IFRS 4) or 
investment (IAS39/IFRS 9: Financial 
instruments). SAM makes no such 
distinction, and requires insurers to 
value their insurance obligations in 
order to correspond with the amount 
that would be payable if they were to 
transfer their insurance obligations to 
another insurer. under Under IFRS, 
investment contract liabilities are 
typically measured at fair value, but 
can also be measured at amortised 
cost.

Unbundling

Under IFRS 4 (Phase II), there will 
be a requirement to unbundle certain 
distinct components of contracts and 
to measure them under different IFRS 
standards, although it is expected that 
these situations will be limited. Non-
distinct deposit elements, defined as 
contract components which are paid 
back to the policyholder regardless 
of whether an insured event occurs 
or not, should be disaggregated and 
excluded from amounts recognised as 
premiums and claims in the income 
statement. These components will, 
however, still be measured under the 
IFRS 4	(Phase	II)	model.

Segmentation

Under SAM, insurance products are 
classified according to prescribed 
classes of business. The Financial 
Services Board (FSB) has to authorise 
insurers for each class of insurance 
business they wish to underwrite. 
Segmentation under SAM will have an 
impact on:

•	 the grouping of contracts for 
calculating technical provisions;

•	 the grouping of contracts for 
calculating capital requirements; 
and

•	 the grouping of contracts for 
reporting and disclosure under 
Pillar III.

Insurance obligations should be 
classified under the classes of business 
the insurer is licensed to underwrite. 
Separation of contracts between 
different classes of business may not 
be required where only one of the 
risks covered by a contract is material. 
In this case, the contract may be 
classified according to that main risk. 
However, where a contract covers 
risks across the different classes of 
business, insurance obligations for 
these contracts should be separated 
into the appropriate classes of 
business.

Under IFRS 4 (Phase II), the 
measurement of insurance contracts 
will depend on the unit of account 
(e.g. at contract or at the portfolio 
level). For disclosure purposes, 
entities must consider the level of 
detail necessary to enable the users 
of financial statements to understand 
the nature, amount, timing and 
uncertainty of future cashflows 
that arise from insurance contracts. 
Insurers must therefore aggregate 
or disaggregate information so that 
useful information is not obscured 
by the inclusion of a large amount 
of insignificant detail, or by the 
aggregation of items that have 
different characteristics. 

Examples of disaggregation bases 
might be:

•	 The type of contract (e.g. major 
product lines);

•	 Geographical area (e.g. country or 
region); or

•	 Reportable segments, as defined in 
IFRS 8 Operating Segments.

Recognition

Under SAM, contracts are recognised 
as soon as the insurer becomes 
a party to the contract, which is 
consistent with the initial exposure 
draft of IFRS 4 (Phase II) and IAS39/
IFRS9. However, based on the second 
exposure draft of IFRS 4 (Phase II), 
insurance contracts are recognised at 
the earlier of any the following: 

•	 The beginning of the coverage 
period; 

•	 The date on which the first 
payment from the policyholder is 
due; or 

•	 The date on which any portfolio 
of which the contract forms part 
becomes onerous.

In scenarios where a contract never 
becomes effective, for example due 
to non-payment of the first premium 
due (i.e. policies ‘not taken up’) or 
a policyholder exercising their right 
to cancel during the ‘cooling-off’ 
period, the policy is still valued under 
SAM with appropriate assumptions 
reflecting the possibility of an early 
cancellation. 

In IFRS 4 (Phase II), expected 
premiums outside the contract 
boundary are not recognised, as such 
amounts relate to future insurance 
contracts.
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Contract boundaries

The boundary of a contract represents 
the point beyond which any cashflows 
relating to a contract are no longer 
recognised in the measurement of the 
liability. 

Although the boundary principle 
in the two frameworks is similar, 
there will be differences for certain 
contracts. QIS 3 provides further 
product-specific guidance on the 
contract boundary for linked as well 
as reinsurance contracts.  A short 
contract boundary will be applicable 
to policies that meet the following 
features:

•	 No guarantees on any benefit 
payments, whether on surrender, 
maturity or death;

•	 No guarantees on charges which 
the insurer may apply to the 
policyholder; and

•	 Where the assets held by the 
insurer are directly linked to the 
value of the benefit payable to the 
policyholder (linked contracts).

For reinsurance contracts, the 
ability for reinsurers to review 
the conditions of the reinsurance 
contracts, and whether this will result 
in the termination of the contract, is 
highlighted as the determining feature 
of where the contract boundary ends, 
under SAM.

Which cashflows?

Estimation of future cashflows is the 
foundation for both frameworks. 
However, there are some differences 
that may present practical difficulties.

Although cashflows such as premiums 
and claims will be the same under 
both frameworks, not all the 
cashflows are expected to be fully 
aligned. 

For example, the inclusion of certain 
general overhead costs may be 
prohibited under IFRS 4 (Phase II), 
which will require changes in the 
insurer’s expense allocation process 
and can lead to two sets of expense 
assumptions.

IFRS 4 (Phase II) requires that directly 
attributable acquisition expenses will 
be included in the cashflow model 
and implicitly deferred through a 
reduction in the CSM.

For investment contracts under 
IFRS which include an investment 
management service component, 
there is explicit deferral of acquisition 
costs as an asset on the balance 
sheet, but with a narrow definition 
of the costs permitted to be deferred 
(incremental at the contract level if 
management expects to recover those 
costs). In SAM, however, there is no 
equivalent concept of deferring costs 
over the life of the contract, resulting 
in an initial business strain on these 
products, compared to their treatment 
under IFRS.

Risk adjustment/
margin

The concept of an explicit allowance 
for risk is pertinent in both SAM and 
IFRS	4	(Phase II).

There is no prescribed method under 
IFRS 4 (Phase II) to calculate the risk 
adjustment, and the calibration must 
conform to a principle; namely ‘the 
compensation the insurer requires for 
bearing the uncertainty inherent in 
the cashflows that arise as the insurer 
fulfils the contract’. 

The objective under IFRS 4 (Phase 
II) therefore reflects an insurer’s 
risk appetite. Effectively, this is the 
compensation that an insurer will 
require to be indifferent between 
fulfilling an uncertain insurance 
liability and a liability that generates 
fixed cashflows (i.e. from the insurer’s 
perspective). 

For SAM, the allowance for risk (i.e. 
the risk margin) follows a ‘cost of 
capital’ approach, and is determined 
to ensure that the value of the 
technical provisions is equivalent to 
the amount that a willing buyer and 
willing seller would be prepared to 
agree upon to transfer ownership 
of the liabilities (i.e. from a market 
participant’s perspective).

The risk margin should be calculated 
by determining the cost of providing 
an amount of eligible ‘own funds’ 
equal to the Solvency Capital 
Requirement (SCR) necessary to 
support insurance obligations net 
of reinsurance over the lifetime of 
these obligations. In contrast, the risk 
adjustment under IFRS 4 (Phase II) 
will be determined separately on gross 
and reinsurance contract obligations.

Within a SAM environment, insurers 
may consider using the ‘cost of 
capital’ method for IFRS 4 (Phase 
II)	purposes.	In	all	likelihood	IFRS 4	
(Phase II) will have a different cost 
of capital calibration from that used 
in SAM, or perhaps even a different 
method altogether. However, given 
the objective of the risk adjustment 
in IFRS 4 (Phase II), the different 
methods should not result in 
significantly different values. In 
addition, IFRS will require the 
disclosure of the confidence level that 
the risk adjustment equates to, if a 
method different to the confidence 
level approach is used.

Contractual service 
margin 

Under SAM, expected future profits on 
day one will be recognised where the 
expected cash inflows exceed the cash 
outflows. IFRS is focused not only on 
reporting the financial position, but 
also reporting performance over the 
period.
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IFRS 4 (Phase II) therefore includes 
an additional contract liability 
component (known as the CSM) to 
eliminate any gain on day one. As a 
result, insurers will need to develop 
a new model or separate system to 
determine this element of the liability 
and its release to income during the 
lifetime of the contracts. 

The CSM is determined at a portfolio 
level, and recognised over the 
coverage period in a systematic way 
that reflects the transfer of services. 
This will be a significant area of 
judgement for insurers to ensure 
that the pattern of profit recognition 
is appropriate, and that additional 
disclosures are introduced to address 
the potential lack of comparability 
between insurers. 

Changes in estimates of future 
cashflows relating to future coverage 
are not recorded in the income 
statement, but are offset in the CSM 
(unlocking), subject to the CSM not 
becoming negative.

Changes in the valuation of options 
and guarantees and the risk 
adjustment are recognised in the 
income statement, and not adjusted 
for in the CSM. The requirement to 
unlock the CSM and accrete interest 
introduces greater complexity and 
more granular data requirements.

Discount rate

Currently, the default discount rate to 
be used for SAM is the risk-free rate, 
which will be the government bond 
curve. 

This approach could be seen to be 
similar to the ‘bottom-up’ approach 
in IFRS 4 (Phase II), but without an 
allowance for an illiquidity premium.

Insurers who match liabilities with 
swap-based assets may use the swap 
curve to value these liabilities in SAM. 

This aims to reduce volatility in basic 
‘own funds’, since assets and liabilities 
will be valued consistently, but it 
would only apply to a limited product 
set for which risk asset-liability 
management is performed off the 
swap curve.

In IFRS 4 (Phase II), the approach to 
the discount rate is principle-based, 
and it must reflect the characteristics 
of the liability excluding the insurer’s 
own credit risk. In determining a 
discount rate, insurers have discretion 
as to whether a top-down or bottom-
up approach is used. The top-down 
approach would start with an actual 
(historic) or expected reference 
rate and reduce it for duration 
mismatches, expected and unexpected 
credit risk. The bottom-up approach 
would use the risk-free rate and add 
an appropriate illiquidity premium.

It is proposed that the impact of 
changes in the liability measurement 
due to the change in discount rate will 
be presented in Other Comprehensive 
Income (OCI), rather than through 
the income statement. This approach 
will require contract liabilities to 
be measured based on both the 
current and ‘locked-in’ (at inception) 
rates, which introduces significant 
complexity to keep track of these 
changes. 

Participating contracts 

The basic definition of a participating 
feature is similar in SAM and IFRS 4 
(Phase II). All participating contracts 
(including Investment Discretionary 
Participation Features (DPF) 
contracts) issued by an insurer are 
expected to be in the scope of IFRS 4 
(Phase II).

In IFRS 4 (Phase II), the cashflows 
relating to the policyholders’ 
participation are measured and 
presented mirroring the measurement 
basis of the underlying assets in which 
the policyholder participates; i.e. at 
amortised cost or fair value (through 
OCI or the income statement), while 
options and guarantees are measured 
at their current value. There is no 
equivalent concept of mirroring in 
SAM, as all assets are measured at 
economic value.

Analysis of change

A key aspect of IFRS 4 (Phase 
II) is to present performance 
information consistently and to 
achieve comparability. Performance 
information will be presented through 
the following drivers:

•	 Insurance contract revenue and 
claims in the income statement;

•	 Changes in discount rates through 
OCI or, in certain cases, the income 
statement — for example:

 – Using mirroring for participation 
contracts;

 – Unwinding of the day-one 
locked-in discount rate; and

 – Accretion of interest on the CSM.

•	 Experience variances through the 
income statement; and

•	 Assumption changes through 
adjusting the CSM.
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Although a key objective of SAM is to 
determine solvency on an economic 
basis, it is currently proposed to report 
and disclose an analysis of change 
from one period to another. This will 
include: 

•	 An analysis of the movement 
in basic own funds, and the 
drivers for changes, such as 
demographic assumption and 
experience changes as well as 
economic changes both in total and 
disaggregated; and

•	 A further requirement, which is 
currently being proposed, is a 
reconciliation between basic own 
funds under SAM and the net assets 
under IFRS.  

In the current IFRS 4 environment 
where existing accounting policies 
are applied, this will be challenging. 
Going forward with the adoption 
of IFRS 4 (Phase II), the analysis of 
change and reconciliation exercises 
will have to be revised, given the 
difference between IFRS 4 (Phase II) 
and accounting practices currently 
in	place.	IFRS 4	(Phase	II)	will	
also require a reconciliation of the 
components of insurance contract 
liabilities from opening to closing 
balances.

Transition 

IFRS 4 (Phase II) will require 
retrospective application on 
transition. This is particularly 
challenging, as insurers must estimate 
the CSM on a ‘best endeavours’ basis 
in the event that insufficient objective 
data is available for certain years. 
The CSM on transition will require an 
assessment of contract profitability 
at the outset of the contract, which 
is then reassessed up to the current 
date.

Although the transition proposals 
need to be finalised under SAM, it is 
expected that, as SAM is a prospective 
measure, there is limited additional 
complexity from a transition 
perspective.

Conclusion

The timelines for SAM and IFRS 4 
(Phase II) are not aligned. SAM’s 
expected	‘go-live’	date	is	1 January	
2016, with required parallel runs 
in 2014 and 2015. IFRS 4 (Phase 
II) is unlikely to be mandatory 
before 2018. Significant effort will, 
however, be required to gather all 
the required information, including 
the restatement of comparatives. The 
potential for early adoption of IFRS 
4 (Phase II) provides an opportunity 
for the alignment of projects aiming 
to avoid unnecessary duplication of 
efforts. 

The priorities should include closer 
collaboration between the risk, 
actuarial and finance functions and 
making sure that the measurement 
models being developed for SAM are 
flexible enough to be adapted for 
IFRS 4	(Phase	II),	given	some	of	the	
similarities. This can only be achieved 
if the significant differences in the 
detailed requirements between SAM 
and IFRS 4 (Phase II) are proactively 
considered as part of the SAM process 
and system design.

Insurers also need to consider as 
part of their SAM project plans 
how differences between IFRS and 
SAM (both currently and under 
IFRS 4 (Phase II) will be reconciled 
and explained to their boards, the 
regulator and other stakeholders. 

The potential for 
early adoption 
of IFRS 4 (Phase 
II) provides the 
opportunity for 
alignment of 
projects aiming to 
avoid unnecessary 
duplication of 
efforts. 
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Taxation – playing the game
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the law, but also the spirit if the law. 
Even if substantiated, this no longer 
satisfies external stakeholders’ need 
for moral corporate taxpayers and 
enhanced tax information.

Apart for external pressures, internal 
demands on tax are also on the 
increase. Tax has over the last few 
years slowly climbed up the corporate 
agenda in the boardroom and became 
a top priority for many CEOs. 

The results of our 16th Annual CEO 
Survey indicate that tax has moved up 
the agenda of business leaders around 
the world. They’re concerned about 
the increasing tax burden, but also 
aware of a changing public attitude to 
tax that is threatening to evolve into 
an even more stringent tax regime. 

Tax has become closely tied to 
corporate reputation. That said, in the 
current climate and until the world’s 
governments tackle the outdated 
international tax system, there 
are many more risks around tax – 
reputational and strategic – than ever 
before. 

This is a risk that no business leader 
can afford to ignore and CEOs 
recognise that their companies’ 
futures depend on their ability to get 
their strategy right. While there is no 
right answer as to what a tax strategy 
should look like, there are a number 
of areas which should be considered 
in all written tax strategies, including:

•	 Alignment to the business strategy;

•	 Corporate governance;

•	 Corporate responsibility;

•	 Enterprise risk management;

•	 The total tax contribution 
approach;

•	 Tax stakeholders and 
communication with them;

•	 The role of shadow tax functions;

Playing the game –  
Co-operative 
compliance

There has almost not been a day in the 
last three months when we have not 
seen some development in the area 
of taxation. Either in the regulatory 
environment where politicians, tax 
administrations, NGOs or supra-
national organisations like the EU, 
G-8, G-20 or OECD have all fired off 
their legislative guns at fighting tax 
evasion and tax fraud. 

It is remarkable to see how in 
some instances legally-acceptable 
structures are being put on par with 
fraud. Companies’ reputations are 
increasingly at risk as new headlines 
seem appear weekly following the 
recent tax scandals affecting the likes 
of Apple and other technology giants. 

Legislative compliance is of little 
concern and consideration to the 
wider external stakeholder audience 
and their increased level of scrutiny 
is based on a general perception. 
Whether wrong or unsubstantiated, 
once in the public domain, such 
awareness of corporate tax affairs 
spreads like wildfire. 

The latest culprits under scrutiny 
for the amount of taxes they pay are 
in the technology sector. This has 
contributed to a shift in focus from 
the banking sector. It is only a matter 
of time before all industries are 
subjected to a public outcry regarding 
the taxes they are paying. 

An outdated international tax system 
has turned technology companies into 
villains and paying the ‘fair’ amount of 
tax is now an ethical issue, and not so 
easy to quantify. Managing tax risk is 
now a necessity and corporations can 
no longer just hold onto their good 
compliance behaviour, proclaiming 
that they are not only complying with 
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•	 The roles of external advisors;

•	 Tax function objectives;

•	 Tax planning;

•	 Resource requirements; and

•	 Day-to-day activities.

The traditional approach to taxation, 
focussing mostly on compliance, 
has evolved into an enterprise-wide 
management of tax. Tax executives 
are now realising that the impact 
of tax is much wider than just the 
finance function and that tax should 
be seen as a business risk. 

There is increasing pressure from 
a number of stakeholder groups 
for more transparency around 
tax reporting, each with a slightly 
different focus. Investors, customers, 
the media, civil society organisations 
and governments all have an 
interest in tax contributions, but 
communication to key internal 
stakeholders, such as employees and 
PR departments, is equally important.

An OECD report, Co-operative 
Compliance: A Framework, published 
in May 2013 makes reference to the 
concept of ‘tax control’. As revenue 
authorities globally change their 
approach to a co-operative compliance 
model, a changing approach by 
taxpayers regarding the management 
of tax and the implementation of a 
tax control framework will assist in 
demonstrating that they are in control 
of their tax affairs and tax risks. 

The benefit of the co-operative 
compliance model is that when 
taxpayers are able to demonstrate 
that they are in control of their taxes, 
authorities will place greater reliance 
on their internal processes and 
controls, resulting in fewer detailed 
official tax audits. An emphasis on the 
importance of tax control frameworks, 
how they can be assessed best and 
what revenue authorities may expect 
is also covered in the OECD report. 

The extent to which an organisation 
is in control of its tax becomes 
transparent, verifiable, uniform and 
comparable through a tax control 
framework. Taxation does not exist 
in a vacuum, and the framework 
enforces an integral vision and 
enterprise-wide approach. 

There are many methodologies 
that can be used to illustrate how a 
company meets its tax obligations, 
including country-by-country 
reporting, an approach championed 
by various civil society organisations 
and now being discussed by legislators 
in some regions. 

PwC’s total tax contribution approach 
can help companies identify and 
measure their overall tax contribution 
and our tax transparency framework 
and best practice guidelines can help 
companies communicate about tax 
effectively. 

Investing in a tax control framework, 
which includes a tax strategy and 
voluntary transparency and disclosure 
of tax information, will be the best 
recourse to address demands for 
ethical behaviour, questions around 
the amount of tax paid and requests 
for enhanced tax information. 

Stakeholders now want to know how 
much tax companies have contributed 
as good corporate citizens, requiring 
a total tax contribution approach, 
whereby they disclose information 
about all taxes borne and collected on 
behalf of SARS. 

What the public would consider a 
‘fair’ contribution would now be based 
on a complete picture of taxes paid 
for all tax types and not just corporate 
income tax. 

Traditional income statement and 
balance sheet disclosures on tax are 
limited and in a multinational context 
the reader of the financial reports can 
easily arrive at the wrong conclusion 
in an effort to reconcile revenues with 
the amount of corporate tax paid.
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Where are the deals in East Africa?
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The recent Africa investor awards to 
Emerging Capital Partners (ECP) for 
their majority acquisition of Nairobi 
Java House and Standard Chartered 
Private Equity’s USD 74-million 
minority investment in the ETG Group 
show that big deals are possible. This 
follows the announcement of the 
USD 55-million investment in the 
UAP Group by Aureos, AfricInvest 
and Swedfund for a 40 per cent stake. 
The message is that sizeable deals are 
available and happening.

Africa’s growing middle class is 
driving demand for goods and 
services, and investors are looking at 
financial services, education, health, 
retail, infrastructure, consumer and 
industrial products as the sectors that 
will benefit most from growth. The 
challenge has been finding suitable 
targets into which to inject funding.

The growth in East African 
economies over the last ten years 
has allowed companies to achieve 
strong organic growth, backed by 
banks willing to take more risk and 
extending favourable lending rates. 
These booming businesses have 
become targets for private equity 
and corporate buyers seeking to be 
part of the current African wave. 

However, having achieved success 
with limited external influence, not 
all these companies are willing to 
sell to or invite strangers. In fact, we 
are increasingly observing scenarios 
where targets have several offers on 
the table. 

However this ‘success’ has brought 
about its own problems through 
increased valuations making 
investments more complicated, 
particularly for the private equity 
market. With typical short- to 
medium-term investment horizons, 
demand for clear exit mechanisms 
and IRRs in excess of 20%, the 
number of executable deals is 
beginning to shrink. 

Investors have tried to turn this in 
their favour by introducing significant 
debt components as part of their 
investments, which will allow them 
to extract money earlier. However, 
with the region still considered 
relatively risky for investment, 
alternative capital options tend to be 
expensive and short-term, with the 
terms offered making bank debt more 
attractive (sometimes even with the 
high prevailing rates). Alternative 
capital options may only appeal to 
targets who have exhausted their 
traditional debt market options. 
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Visit Dar es Salaam, Kampala or Nairobi on a 
weekday evening, and you are likely to bump 
into an investment banker or private equity 
executive who is in the country to find the next best 
deal. East Africa has become one of the leading 
destinations for deal-hunters in the region, but are 
there enough deals?
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Sectors such as infrastructure, 
which benefit from large capital 
allowances aimed at spurring 
growth in investment, have the 
downside risk of making shareholder 
distributions difficult in years soon 
after significant capital expenditure 
investment, as these are likely to 
attract compensating tax. This looks 
and feels like capital gains tax in 
reverse. Additional debt in these cases 
may also lead to a breach in the thin 
capitalisation rules, depending upon 
the size of equity investment. 

The traditional concept of private 
equity in the West is proving a hard 
sell in East Africa. Private equity 
firms will need to adjust their risk 
appetite for the region if they are to 
be a part of the African growth story. 
Longer investment horizons allowing 
for desired growth, returns and exit 
mechanisms are a likely right answer. 
Investors may also need to look at 
sectors that are not traditionally their 
forte. 

Private equity will have to learn how 
to do business in Africa rather than 
teaching Africa how to do business. 
Investors may therefore need to look 
at how to help family businesses plan 
for succession, prepare the way for 
successful listings as an exit route and, 
most importantly, show that they can 
add value. Strategies like these will 
set a track record of improving private 
equity’s credibility. East Africa’s 
competitive culture will ensure that 
as soon as one sees another achieving 
a successful deal, the stakes will rise 
for all.
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Economic crime in the insurance 
industry 
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Background to the survey

PwC publishes the most comprehensive global research survey on economic 
crime every two years. The sixth edition incorporates responses received from 
3 877	senior	business	people	from	78	countries.	The	financial	services	(FS)	
sector, including insurance, represents 23% of the overall survey.

Respondents were asked a number of standard questions about economic crime 
in general, to enable the detection of long-term trends, as well as questions 
relating specifically to cybercrime. The findings provide some focal points for 
those FS organisations that may not be applying best practice.

Figure 1: Industry sectors hardest hit globally

Source: PwC’s Sixth Global Economic Crime Survey

The insurance and communications sectors share the dubious honour of being 
the most frequently targeted by fraudsters. Reasons why the insurance industry 
is subject to such a high number of attacks include:

•	 The high volume of pay-outs and clients. Every payment represents an 
opportunity for fraudsters to redirect the funds flowing out. The large 
volume of transactions makes it more likely that fraudulent transactions will 
‘disappear in the crowd’ of valid transactions.

•	 Insurers are in the business of receiving, safeguarding and investing their 
clients’ money. Often, fraudsters are after clients’ money and these attacks 
result in insurers being subjected to fraud losses. Insurance claims are 
subjective, and subject to uncertainty with regard to the events that caused 
the claim to arise. Grey areas make it more difficult for insurers to verify facts 
through traditional methods, such as inspecting documents.

•	 Insurers are dependent on outside parties such as assessors, loss adjusters, 
brokers and automotive service providers, who may be compromised by 
unscrupulous parties to create or inflate claims. 
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Figure 2: Most common crimes in the financial services sector

Source: PwC’s Sixth Global Economic Crime Survey

Asset misappropriation and accounting fraud continue to rise in this sector, with 
cybercrime now the second most common fraud type. The rise in accounting 
fraud from 19% in 2009 to 26% in 2011 bucks the trend in other industries. 

The increase in accounting fraud in financial services may be due to greater 
incentives for staff to meet targets, as well as misguided personal pride in being 
seen as successful and meeting a host of stakeholder expectations. 

Money-laundering remains a significant economic crime in financial services 
at 24 per cent  (compared to 3 per cent for other industries), and bribery and 
corruption remain in the top five types of economic crime seen in the sector at 
16 per cent (27 per cent in other industries).

Figure 3: Who is committing these crimes?

Source: PwC’s Sixth Global Economic Crime Survey

In the insurance sector, 40% of all fraud attacks are perpetrated at least to some 
extent by insiders (employees, management or contractors).
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Insiders: Watch your back

The high percentage of insider involvement indicates that fraud prevention 
controls have managed external threats well, and that fraudsters increasingly 
need insider participation to circumvent these controls. 

In our experience, insurers generally focus more on combating fraud (such 
as fraudulent claims) perpetrated by outsiders rather than that committed by 
insiders. Insurance companies should revisit their anti-fraud controls to ensure 
that internal threats are adequately addressed.

Fraud attacks are more damaging when insiders are involved. This is because 
to successfully carry out fraud relies at least in part on access to protected 
information, which employees and agents’ contractors are more readily able to 
access and pass on to outsiders. As a result, data security and privacy controls 
are playing a more significant role in fraud prevention and detection.

Management: Getting in on the action

It is interesting to note that 38% of all internal fraud attacks in South Africa are 
carried out by senior management, with middle management accounting for a 
further 28%. This is worrying, because management is seen as the custodian of 
good governance and for implementing and overseeing controls. 

Strong oversight from boards and non-executive directors is vital. Anonymous 
tip-off telephone lines with independent oversight are important to enable 
lower-level employees to raise the alarm without fear of reprisal when members 
of management are involved in irregularities.

Conclusion

As the financial services sector in general, and insurers in particular, are 
experiencing a high level of fraud attacks and increasing insider involvement 
(especially by management), affected organisations should consider whether 
their anti-fraud controls are properly equipped to deal with this shift in fraud 
threat patterns.

In addition, in cases where management involvement is suspected, insurers 
should consider having their concerns or any irregularities investigated by 
independent specialists, with oversight provided by the audit committee or 
independent non-executive board members.

A copy of the most recent 
South African edition of 
the PwC Global Economic 
Crime Survey can be 
found at www.pwc.co.za/
crimesurvey.
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Africa CEO survey – FS respondents’ 
results
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Interview with Richard Njoroge, Financial 
Services industry leader for PwC in East Africa

This year, PwC interviewed CEOs in 22 countries in Africa to get their views 
on the issues most impacting businesses on the continent. Among the more 
than 300 respondents, 25 per cent are Financial Services CEOs in banking and 
insurance. 

For purposes of this article, we compared the survey results for Financial 
Services CEOs in Africa to those of our Global Financial Services CEO survey 
group. 

We asked Richard Njoroge, Financial Services industry leader for PwC’s East 
Market Region, to comment on the overall trends and, specifically, their 
relevance in Africa.

Richard, why do you think Financial Services CEOs in Africa 
are so confident about revenue prospects?

RN: The level of confidence in terms of growth prospects and confidence in 
economies among African CEOs is consistent with what everyone has been 
saying about opportunities in Africa. Four of the world’s ten fastest-growing 
economies are in Africa. We are seeing rapid growth in consumer spending and 
local demand in African countries. This, coupled with an improving macro-
economic climate and governance, will ensure that Africa continues to grow 
at a faster pace than the developed economies. With the stagnation that we 
have seen in Europe and the US, investors are looking for new opportunities 
elsewhere, and it is no wonder, for example, that we have seen an increase in 
the interest shown by private equity funds in Africa.

Figure 1: How confident are you of revenue growth this year?
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At long last the sleeping giant is waking up! There are still major specific 
challenges around doing business in Africa, but there are huge opportunities as 
well. Current CEO confidence is a reflection of those opportunities. 

Are there any risks to that outlook?

RN: Let us not delude ourselves. There are still major challenges to doing 
business in Africa, and some investors still view Africa as a risky place to do 
business. There are risks related to infrastructure, for example, which is an 
issue that people have to deal with here. There are also issues surrounding 
governance — not just at the corporate level, but at the national level too, where 
lack of good governance can contribute to a culture that permeates down to 
businesses. We’re seeing improvement in that area, but it’s still a challenge for a 
lot of African countries.

Political and security risks, whether real or perceived, impact business on two 
levels: firstly, global investors may think that Africa is too risky a place to invest 
in, whereas we know that businesses that take the time to analyse and study the 
situation in Africa understand that specific risks can be mitigated.

Secondly, we find that political and security risks affect businesses that are 
already here. This may, for example, affect the relationships that banks have 
with correspondent banks, where correspondent banks seek to limit their 
exposure because of a perceived money-laundering or terrorist financing risk, or 
make facilities available, but price them to reflect the perceived risk. 

Figure 2: What are your top three investment priorities this year?
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How are innovative financial services companies achieving the 
right balance between growth and good customer service? 

Figure 3: Do you anticipate increasing your company’s investment in 
technology?

RN: It’s clear that financial services companies must look at both of those if they 
are to succeed in Africa. There is a lot of potential in the sector. The insurance 
industry, for example, where there is very low penetration of insurance services 
among the population in most African countries, presents a huge opportunity 
for growth. It is a question of raising awareness about the products on offer and 
their benefits, and at the same time changing some of the perceptions among 
the population of the insurance industry. The demographic changes we are 
seeing in Africa (greater urbanisation, growing middle class, etc.) will inevitably 
lead to substantial growth in this sector.

If you look at the banking sector, Africa has a huge unbanked population, 
although some banks may question whether this population is really bankable 
in the first place, and whether it is possible to service them profitably. But we’ve 
seen organisations that have been bold enough to penetrate that sector, and 
it is clearly a question of understanding those customers — whose needs are 
different from more affluent customers or corporate customers, and responding 
to those needs. Among banks, the appetite for serving the unbanked population 
will vary depending upon their strategy.

Overall, I don’t think that Financial Services organisations have any option 
but to be innovative in the area of customer service. Customer needs and 
preferences are changing, and to remain competitive, Financial Services needs 
to stay up to date with the products and services that will meet those needs. 
Progressive organisations spend a lot of time trying to analyse and understand 
customer needs and respond to them. Sometimes we see multinationals trying 
to replicate things they’ve done in other countries. This doesn’t always work, 
however. You’ve got to understand the needs of your particular population, and 
tailor your products and services accordingly. 
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How is technology helping Financial Services companies to 
connect more effectively with their customers in Africa?

RN: Customers in Africa are becoming more tech-savvy by the day. The 
proliferation of technology has a downside risk in the form of cybercrime, 
especially with the move toward mobile and internet-based products. However, 
these are risks that financial institutions have to deal with. The use of mobile 
phones has risen rapidly in Africa over the last few years, and internet 
connectivity is expanding and improving. These two platforms provide an 
opportunity for innovative service delivery to customers, and we are seeing 
banks developing both online (mainly corporate for now) and mobile-based 
products. Innovative concepts like the loan and deposit products working off 
the M-Pesa database in Kenya are changing the very nature of Financial Services 
delivery at the retail level.

The bottom line is that Financial Services companies have to be innovative 
to survive. Customer needs and preferences are changing rapidly. Financial 
Services organisations that are agile and able to respond proactively are the 
ones that will be most successful. 

What kinds of restructuring activities are improving 
operational effectiveness among Financial Services companies 
in Africa?

Figure 4: Which restructuring activities helped you to improve operational 
effectiveness last year?

Competition among banks is becoming more and more intense, which means 
that margins are being squeezed. In order to compete, you have to look at how 
you can do things most efficiently. 
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Operational restructuring is not just about cost-cutting. It is about providing 
services in the most efficient and effective manner, such as by leveraging 
technology and making the best use of it. It may also be a question of 
rationalising or centralising activities, such as by creating shared services 
centres or by outsourcing certain services.

For banks to operate in a more sophisticated environment and to compete 
effectively, they will need more capital and investments in technologies and 
systems. 

95 per cent of FS CEOs in Africa anticipate changes to their 
talent management strategies this year. What are some of the 
challenges that they’re facing?

RN: Talent management is very much on the executive agenda among Financial 
Services companies in Africa. The magnitude of the problem varies across the 
continent. Countries such as Kenya and Nigeria will have a larger pool of skilled 
mid-level managers; companies in some other countries will struggle to even fill 
fairly low-level positions. The higher the level of employees required, and the 
deeper the skills needed, the harder it’s going to be to recruit the best people. 
That’s true everywhere, of course, and not just in Africa.

Retention of skilled middle-level management is a major problem. It has become 
an employee market, where many employers are chasing a few people. What 
does it take to retain talent? Money is always an issue, but there are other 
things, too. Talented people are looking for challenges as well as opportunities 
for career progression. Diversity policies can improve retention, so that 
returning mothers, for example, feel supported and people with young families 
have the flexibility that they need. 

Financial Services employers are conscious of the value of leadership 
development programmes. Performance-related bonuses and share option 
schemes tend to encourage loyalty from employees, because they make the 
employees feel they are part of the business and that they share in its success. 
Other methods that financial institutions have used include providing generous, 
highly-discounted employee loans that make it difficult for people to leave (their 
next employer must offer them similar or better terms to make it worthwhile for 
them to leave). 
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Figure 5: Do you deploy any of the following to develop your leadership 
pipeline?

What’s happening on the regulatory front, and what can 
financial services companies in Africa do to prepare?

RN: When you talk to banks or insurance companies, everyone complains about 
the increasing level of regulation and the impact it is having on their business. It 
is a world-wide problem. The economic crisis in the West has resulted in tighter 
regulations, and developments there eventually affect us here. Some of the 
reforms there are viewed by regulators in Africa as representing best practice. 

We have seen a great many regulations issued in the last few years, hence the 
concerns about the escalating level of regulation. Financial institutions need 
to proactively engage in dialogue with regulators. This is best done through 
industry umbrella bodies, something which has been done successfully in some 
countries. Dialogue can be very fruitful, and brings a measure of sanity to the 
implementation process. Some of the changes being introduced are necessary 
and inevitable, though. For example, more stringent capital requirements 
for banks and solvency requirements for insurers are necessary so as to 
strengthen these institutions and so accord better protection for depositors 
and policyholders, and dialogue can ensure that they reflect the local reality 
(not just a copy-and-paste of regulations from elsewhere), and that they are 
implemented within sensible timeframes. 
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Another area where we’re seeing a lot of regulatory change is in governance, 
which is necessary to avoid some of the institutional failures and other 
problems we have had in the past, and issues that we have seen elsewhere. 
Implementation of some of the new regulations, no matter how positive they 
are, can be costly and difficult. Change is hard. 

Richard Njoroge is a partner with PwC Kenya and Financial Services industry 
leader for PwC’s East Market Region, which includes PwC firms in Kenya, Uganda, 
Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia and Mauritius. The full results of our 2013 Africa CEO 
Survey are published in the Africa Business Agenda report, available at www.pwc.
com/theagenda
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Figure 6: Is over-regulation a threat to your 
company’s growth prospects?

Figure 8: Do you think that the government has 
reduced the regulatory burden on corporations?
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